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GREAT HIDEEN OIL SPRING
WHICH HAS BEEN MYSTERY
FOR AGES HAS BEEN FOUND

UJJ

Lakes Field

in Seven

CM

Seven Lakes field is in the
limelight of public opinion thru
the fact that active work hC3 actually been commenced on several properties there.
Field Manager R 0Jr Why-maan engineer of international reputation, has 'returned
from Phoenix, Arizona, where
he had an important conference
n,

,
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with active spirits of the Phoenix syndicate. These people have
an extensive and rich holding
in the Seven Lakes country and
are sinking for the oil. The well
is now down into the water and
and will go at least 500 feet further to oil when they will shoot
the hole with the confidence of a

men are urged to be present at the meet
held
to
be
for
the purpose of organizing a Post of the
ing
in
American Legion
McKinley County. The meeting will
beheld at the Community Housein theold Empress theatre
ex-servi-

building in Gallup, on Monday evening, June 30th, at 8
o'clock. The American Legion is an organization for
all men who were in the service of the United States between April 6th. 1917 and November 11, 1918. Gallup
and McKinley Countv sent so many into the service that
there is no reason why we should not have not one of the
largest Posts of the American Legion in the State. Let's
go over the top with this next Monday.
J. W. Chapmau, Chairman.

years it has been an open secret among the f
people around Raman that the Indians knew, but un- commercial property.
der no circumstances would tell, where there was a
large, flowing spring of pure oil in the southwestern
5 part of McKinley county, a short distance west of the
point where the Valencia petroleum Co. has a well and
few miles south of where the Carter Oil Lo. is sinking a s
Manuel. Duran, aged forty sion had thrown the wall over.
well on the Zuni dome. Although special effort has been
It is believed that when the ex1 made from time to time to secure definite information as I years, married, and Encarnacion
marnative
cavation
was made for the tank
of Mexico,
Lovato, a
S to exactly the place of location of the great oil spring by
chilof
father
.several
one
and
ried
of
the charges of dynamite
Americans.
v
I dren, were killed at a little after failed to explode and Thursday
two o'clock Thursday afternoon the dynamite was discharged bv
Prospectors and stockmen in that section have tried ca- at the Amusement park west of a combination of pressure and
1 jolery and even bribing to gain this information, but en- town, by the collapse of a ce- heat A piece of the wall 60 feet
tirely without success.
ment
wall built about the nata- - long was thrown over. Other
s It was a comnion accepted theory that the witch doctors I
in the neighborhood said
tonum in wnicn iney were wowra
he Yequftribe - would; .taste a spell f ing.i I'wo'otheiworltmeti
and medicine men
daJkerciwas
a noise. sounding
', The1arges6 crowd,' of Indian
. r
... v.
which would result in death to any Indian who would di- 1
walzl.
the
a
iiR'
ot
cnarge
falling
injured by
powder explod- tnat nas ever visited bailup is
- The
r
men were working! on the ing just as the wall fell. v
I vulge the location of this oil well. ,f
expected here for the Fourth of
bottom
thers who have visited the
of the big tank ar lose to
And it remained for A. J. Crocket, a wealthy stock man
July celebration next week Parthe wall when it fell diver on sceie of the sad accident have ties coming in from the reservaand man of great personal magnetism to persuade a Ya-them. Duran was killed instant-th- e staged that it is their belief that tion stated that the
Navajos are
qui chief to tell him the exact location of this spring. ;
n
and Lovato died from1
tht, wall fell of its own weight. showing more than usual interly
Within the past week a Yaqui chief explained this mat- Ihe work of repairing the da est in the celebration and
the
fects of his injuries later
are
ter to Mr. Crockett and after dark took him out a very f day.
'
yesterday planning to come to Gallup in
mage was started
f circuitous route and pointed out the spring, which has f I Here is a dmerence ob opinion moiling and it is the hope of great numbers.
1 as to the cause of the collapse of theowhersof the park that it The committee having the celI been the mystery of the Southwest for many years.
the wall. James Mozoccri, one of be Completed in time to be filled ebration in charge ask that the
There is a natural flow of oil from this spring and the
the owners of the parkt and a wit? water by the Fourth. business men decorate their
Indians themselves gave it the name of Oil Spring from
brick and stone masonV stated Chiles Christman Jr. has com- stores and offices and that the
that fact. There is a natural volume of water, perhaps
that evidence was found Friday pleted a row loat to be used on
50, per cent, oil, which runs for something like half a mile
morning showing that am explo theltank.
Land then sinks into the sand, and the sand at this point 1
Mil
is a natural asphaltum.
Chilton has been a resident
'
The medicine men anointed themselves with this sacred
Comanche
of
for many years
OS
a
of delightfully
lady
or consecrated o'l, which made them strong physically
MAJ. F. M. WATOR3URY, andys
The Gallup Mercantile Co. is
charming personality, and Mrs.
and also added to their power and influence over the In- comma n d i ng Whwate post, Reed
completing their handrapidly
is a very popular society
some new structure, and when
is a frequent visitor inj Gallup.
dians, and they were afraid that if the whites found this
leader. Mr. Reed is a leading finished will be a
building of creMajor Waterbury mad; a distgreat rejuvenator of physical and mental strength that
Comanche is adjacent dit
stoclman.
ofNew Mexico.
rallant
to
record
as
a
northwestem
inguished
they would overpower and crush the Yaqui tribe and
to thV great oil fields and Mrs. These
ficer during the war Ivith Ger-- .
do a wholesale busipeople
hence the influence of the medicine men be as nought to f
Smallng's relatives have large ness and carry a full line of
many and his assignment to this
of very valuable lands.
holdilgs
whatithad been.
hardware,
groceries, notions,
post is a matter' of congratula
This supersitition can best be appreciated and unr'er- tion to the people of tine Gallup
drygoods and such supplies as
Mrs.F. J. MUR wife of manag- are needed by the farmers and
"
stood when one is conversant with the habits and conduct
section.
MurW the El Navajo, has re- stockmen. This is
er
essentially a
of the medicine men, who would without hesitation ad- - 1
MRS. T. F. SMAli lNG the turned to Gallup after an absence home corporation, and hence is
vise their people to go into a sweat house and when absohighly accomplished an'd amiable of one njonth on a visit to her entitled to a liberal patronage
lutely burning up with fever jump into an ice cold stream
wife, of T. F. Smallinp, Presid- sister, Mrs. J. E. Streater, at Los from the mercantile interests in
s as a cure for small pox or some other dreadful disease.
ent of the McKinley County bank Angeles and spent some time eastern Arizona and western New
The great oil flow from this remarkable spring is now
and one of the prominent finan- with her mother Mrs. Martinez, Mexico. H. Neumann, the man
S
no longer a mystery for the white man has solved a prob- - I ciers of Western Kejv Mexico, at Kingman, Ariz. Mrs. Mur is
Gordon Dry Goods Co.
1 lem which the wisest men, cheifs and medicine men of I has returned home affier a very a lady of delightfully charming
Has Sale on Tuesday
pleasant visit with her mother, personality and was one of the
the Yaqui tribe have for ages endeavored to hide a.id pre- is
well to remember
It
always
Mrs.' G. A. Chilton, of Comanche most popular ladies at Kingman, that
Gordon Dry Goods Comthe
serve as a secret from the outside world.
Texas, and her sister Mrs. R. T. while Mr. Mur was manager of
have a $ sale on, commenI The location of this wonderful oil spring is about fifteen f Reed, of Tulia, in that state. the Harvey house at that place. pany
cing Tuesday, and you are al
miles westerly from the Crockett ranch and in the rough- - I
est and most inaccessable part of the Zuni mountains and
this is the first time the public has had any authentic in- formation in regard to it.
or many
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FALLING V7ALL KILLS
TWO WORKING MEN

I

Gallup Will Heartily
Welcome All Comero
July 4th, 5th and 6th
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Gallup Mercantile Company
Strong Business Corporation
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P. P. CUITO, general foreman

at the Santa Fe shops, is not only
favorably known in Gallup as a
railroad man of experience and
ability, but formerly stood very
high in the confidence of the
Southern Pacific road while in
the employ of that company at
Ogden. Utah.
.

,

AcMosns

ager, is very favorably known in
financial and business circles as
a careful, conservative and reliable gentleman. Gregory Page
the president of this corporation,
represented McKinley county as
a state senator for a term or two
in the legislature and was at all
times active in the interests of
the people generally. Mr. Page
is one of the wealthy men of
New Mexico, president of the
Gallup State Bank and his busi-ne- s
ability is recognized as of the
very highest standing.
ways assured full value for your
money when you deal with this
firm. They carry ready to wear
apparel for men and women, a
complete line of ladies dress
goods, notions, shoes.

of the WMd

KnveF Oil Compamy M HolIbswEs

R. H. TOMKINS of the firm of
Wegs and Tomkins has comParties returning to Gallup
menced work on the new Libera-t- i
hotel in the rear of El Navajo from Holbrook the first of the
The contract price is week
hotel.
report that there is a wide
$32,000.
spread belief among the citizens
Miss VELMA CROCKETT, the of that
community to the effect
beautiful daughter of A. J.
the Wind River Oil Co. has
that
Crockett
has returned home
'
after a visit , of several weeks struck oil in the well they are
with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bald- drilling near that town. .
win of Gallup.
.

residences ef the town be Uecoi'- ated with national colors.'' Thev
also ask that automobile owners
decorate their cars.
The Japanese residents of the
county are taking a great interest in their part of the program,
which will be a dispaly of Japanese fireworks at night and possibly a daylight display, which is
beautiful and expensive.
All
the Japanese are contributing to
their part of the celebration.

The report is that the well has
been put under guard and that
no one is allowed to visit it and
that the other day a shipment of
600 feet of pipe was received by
express and hauled out to the
well after dark. Owners of the
company have been visiting the

property during the last few days
and a general attitude of secrecy
has been maintained regarding
what has ocured at the Wind
River property.
It is believed that the drill
has opened up the oil sand and
that the oil flow has been struck

ank that the company will abandon operations sow that they
have proved the field so that the
owners of adjoining properties
will gradually abandon the field
which in time would become the
property of the Wind River Co.
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Martial law baa been proclaimed in

EffiOED
HZPOKT
TELEGRAPHIC
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THE
COVER
THAT

FROM

EVENT.

OF L10ST
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INTEREST

KEEPING THE READER POSTED
ON MOST IMPORTANT
CURRENT TOPICS.

V7E3TE2II

Assessed Titration of an ml awl
personal property In Misaoari ha been
returned by the State Board of Equali-catio- n
at $2,27190692, an increase of
20 per cent over the assessed valua- ttooa last year.
Licensed aviators of any nationality
may compete In the proposed transpa
cific airplane flight for which Thomas
H. Ince has offered a prise of $50,000, according to roles governing the
contest made pnbUc at Los Angeles.
Bute Senator W. S. Bell, one of the
best known politicians In Texas, is
dead, his son Everett is seriously
wounded and Mr. and Mrs.' James
Gafford injured in a pistol duel
fought at the little town of Crowell,
-

Texas.

the entire zone of Hamburg harbor as
consequence of an Increase in raids
spoa food depots.
The American steamer Farnam,
from Baltimore has been sunk by
tine explosion,' a dispatch te Lloyds
from Gothenburg reports.
A divorce erase is sweeping England.
Three courts granted decrees in one
day at the rate of fifteen an hour. The
total number on the calendar is 80S,
and in 452 of these husbands are the
petitioners.
Five million dollars are to be set
aside by the British government to
conduct a search for petroleum la
Great Britain, the financial secretary
to the treasury told tne House of Commons. He also stated that $1,000,000
would be devoted to aid flax produc
tion, principally in Ireland.
On the initiative of the government
there will be monster demonstrations
in Paris July Fourth, in honor of the
anniversary of the Independence of the
United States. General Pershing will
be received by the municipality. Pres
ident Polncare will review a parade of
American troops In the Place de la
Concorde.
A strike of priests, which is without
precedent has just occurred at Loret
to. a celebrated . resort of pilgrims.
The priests asked for an amelioration
of their financial condition, owing to
the high cost of living, and when their
claims were not granted, they stopped
celebrating masses and performing
other religious duties.
CapL John Alcock, pilot of the Tick
airplane which made the first
non-sto- p
flight from North America to
Ireland, announced that he and Lieut
A. W. Brown, the navigator, Intended
to divide equally fS,00O of the 10,000
prize given them by the Daily Mail.
The other 2,000 will go to the work
men who built the machine.
Instead of bread lines in Petrograd
there are crowds awaiting their turn
for coffins and death certificates.
Visitors to hospitals refuse to recoK
nize their dead relatives in order to
save funeral expenses, and the old and
young are got rid of or told to die as
soon as possible so that a crust of
bread may be saved for the survivors.
ers-Vim- y

The Mexico City newspapers estimate that the government's deficit this
year will be less than 10,000,000 pesos
and that the financial situation is
The goTernment has
daily.
authorized expenditures of 7,45839
pesos for the War Department and
340,109 pesos for military supplies.
Selection of a Jury to hear the evidence in the trial of William H.
("Lone Star") Dletz, former football
coach and Indian motion picture actor,
on charges of false registration under
the draft law and falsification of his
draft questionnaire, has been started
la the United States District Court at
Spokane.
Manila is in the throes of a street
car strike. Acting Governor Teater refused the request of labor organizations to remove the constabulary
guards, wbo are assisting the traction
company in maintaining service. Manila officials declare agitators are seeking to oust foreign capital because of
alleged opposition of labor.
Congressional leaders are determined to rid the country of alien
"Reds" and to bar America's doom
against more coming in. Funds to
carry out the work are set aside in
the sundry civil bill, which was exe
pected to pass the House and the
before July ; 1st This bill grants
'$1,500,000 for crime detection, $500,-00- 0
of which Is specifically designated
to finance the anarchist hunt and
$100,000 for deportation of "undesirable aliens."
Sen-fat-

WASHINGTON
More than eighty thousand soldiers

have notified Secretary Lane that they
desired to obtain farms under the plan
endorsed by him.
Substantial reductions in demurrage
charges have been announced by Director General Hlnes. For detaining cars,
either loaded or empty, the charge will
be $2 per day for the first four days
and $5 per day for each succeeding
day.

The work of transferring the many
thousand motor trucks, automobiles,
ambulances and motor cycles that
were bought by the War Department
for war purposes is proceeding as rapidly as the nature of the task will permit. The greater part of these motor
vehicles have been distributed to the
' various
government
departments.
More than 10,000 trucks, cars and
other vehicles have been disposed of.
Frank L. Polk of New York, counselor of the State Department and now
acting secretary of state, has been
nominated by President Wilson to be
undersecretary of state, a new office
created under the 1920 legislative,
executive and judicial appropriation
bill passed by the last Congress.
The United States food administration announced that the licenses of C
H. Wayne of Reynold, III., had been revoked until further notice for violating
the section of the food control act,
which makes it unlawful to hoard
grain and certain other commodities.
Mr. Wayne is alleged to have stored
grain for speculative purposes at a
time when a corn shortage existed.
Continued high records in exports
In May gave the United States a foreign trade credit of $3,505,000,000 for
the first eleven months of the fiscal
year, $141,000,000 greater than the
previous record In 1917. In eleven
months this country has sent abroad
$6,308,000,000 worth of goods and has
received $2,803,000,000 worth from foreign countries. May imports were the
largest in the history of the nation's
foreign trade, amounting to $329,000,-00Exports totaled $606,000,000.
As a result of successful operation
of the aerial mail service between Chicago and Cleveland, the Postoffice Department, it was announced, is considering extension in the fall of the
rom Chicago to Omaha,
service
which would mean a total reduction In
train mail time between the Atlantic
and Pacific coasts of approximately
0.
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Leslie Meeks, the
boy
wbo lost his right hand and part of
bis arm In an accident which occurred
while he was In the employ of Cook
Brothers, at their farm near Chandler, Arizona, was awarded $4,000 dun- ages by a jury.
On account of the labor shortage
in New Mexico, the gathering of
peaches around Roawell la a problem.
The employment service wll make a
strenuous effort to meet the situation
with home forces. The time in which
to gather peaches Is very brief, therefore, a large force for about three
weeks Is necessary.
New Mexico's crops upon June 1st
ranked second In the whole United
States In the amount of their excellence over the ten year average. Kansas stood first with a crop of 120.3
as compared with the average, while
New Mexican crops were rated as 115
per cent The grand average for the
whole United States was 104.7.
By the terms of a permit granted
by the city commission, the Phoenix
Athletic Club will have control of all
the boxing matches to be staged In
Phoenix under the new state law legal
boats. The permit al
izing
so gives the club authority to pass on
any bouts proposed to be staged by
other organizations or Individuals,
Headquarters for the New Mexico
Cattle and Horse Growers' Association
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had better get ea year aloes .or yss
wffl catch year elaath of daatssa,"
Ubs Flab) EM
Charlotte lauaedlately replied, "Oh, as. HeClKJ
Firm, H earthy Flesh a
Petes
I have bad IC'Indlanapolis Kswav
ts laireaat Krone, Vlcsr
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At a dinner tke other night to K
Aaaer-lea-a
ward Price EeR, the
Jaanattet. several eetgrasw were
related aboat the peace term Tbt a-- "e I f V
.t eurv
e are m.-mv- f
a
t
It as H
e- a. I
Wwith a punch." Aa TncSaa
ese
miamm i Tw.be had heard It described as "g
Wmi
0--f
to warns ta a vengeance."
Vto
.
is
Amkl't
I may add as the irarasstw of fas
feelings of the ordinary aaaa wbo baa
- -- eTwL la
bad ts work through the 10,000 words,
i.i ave sm jIs eW If
that It Is a peace that passeta
standing. Manchester Guardian,
wl
tee. ee-r
r evp4M Ue.brfce
eawrr
I
mutnm
wftoome
a
That Might Help.
iooJ
Is the e eraaee; toe
Gwendoline de Vert eased eat ef the btauonaU
Is wht fieeeMuy heat aetea- window at the drizzling rata and the lintn.
t
loppy streets and ilghed dismally, as
aba pondered ea the misery sf things
la general.
eseewrVe tiiinn , aheoid appear, Jk
,'Aye. I am heart hungry- the nter-- yea bMoerurai, aaaaeJtneasa sww
annrad In thrilling accents ts herself.
"What, I wonder, can alleviate these te unearpeated for raltovtas aenroosaeat.
hum
terrible pangs of heart hungerr
abeuld net ewtng to Its teatoaer
Just then a voice came from the eraaae wsdrht, ee used by inrose wee
Sees sot eaaire to pet ea smb.
kitchen:
I
Owen
Dinner!
"Come on,
ready.
'
Got ttver and bacon today 1"

y

lejeeeUea Mad tea owls to Dr.
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battle. Whea wrMag be sera sad

this saparAdV.
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Real Quilt
Chinese diplomat mentioned

t

Chinese having
thins about
nltted studde by eating gold leal
"Wan," said a society woman m the
cant understand how that
company.
could have killed him."
"Probably," answered the diplomat.
seriously, "he died from the eoosctona-ses of Inward guilt" London Ideas.
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Mae Day (In group of department
tore clerks) Did you notice my lost
customer? Ain't she
perfect thlrty-alx- T

Cylle Dont yon fool
girls I Didn't yon see her gray
hairs? Why, aba's easy over fifty.

yer-atlv-ea,
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la Short
Tne prices of cotton and linen bars
Sellum Howa the market, Wright
doubled by the war. Lengthen
Wright Rotten ; Vm actually starv
thetr service by using Red Cross Bag
Bold a bundle of
ing.
Sc.
All
:
grocers,
Bias t. the laundry.
slips yesterday to
the Junkman for enough to buy a pack
Preparedness.
As for
Trlfler I If you age of Unlucky Bit cigarettes.
Mr. Homestopper
scarce ss' crowned
as
checks,
they're
throw
did
dont love me, why
yon
beads la Burope. .
yourself on my breast and put your
Sellum In abort, you're writing for
arms around my neck and kjaa mat not writing
Mum Peachblow Oh, that was only the magazines, but they're
a training stunt The beat ever la on for you.
his way home from France and I want
Which Had Which?
to give him the right kind of welcome.
Mother had taken Joe and John to
the doctor's for an examination as the
Happiness and
Personal happiness la almost synon-noa- s teacher had suggested. At the Rapper
with personal interests; the table that night she reported the verwider the range of the latter the dict to father. "The doctor says they
hart adenoids and bad tonsils," she
higher Is the degree of happiness.

anse-paosA-aU

will be established at Las Vegas during the Cowboys' convention which
will be held there July 2nd, 3rd and
4th. Miss Bertha Benson, secretary of
the association, will be in charge of
the offices, which will occupy a part
of the Las Vegas Commercial Club.
The condition of wheat in Arizona
1st was 95 per cent of a normal
June
SP0ET
crop, according to the government crop
Joie Kay, crack middle distance run report issued by L. M. Harrison, field Lilian Whiting.
told him.
ner of the Illinois Athletic Club, won agent for the Bureau of Crop estiFather looked surprised but before
the first annual Chicago Dally News mates. This forecasts a crop of about
While some men practice what they he could speak, up piped
s
marathon of six and
one million bushels, which Is the same preach, the majority would be ashamed John: "Which one of 'em la mine,
miles on the boulebard In the time of as the forecast of last month Last ts preach half they practice.
mom, and which one Is Joe's
Co.
35:42:02.
was
on
June.tne
conainon
1st,
year
Ecutman Kodak Co.
First Land sate.
Mrs. George W. Wightman, Long-woo- 80 per cent, while the five-yea-r
K yon would criticise your boas get
June
EM 1M St.
II
beanT.Cew,
Wa should say the first land sale
Cricket Club, won the women's average Is 93.
folly a mile away from everybody, then
on record was the purchase of the
to yourself.
national lawn tennis championship
whisper
the
Ari
announcement
the
With
by
Held of Ma ch pel ah by Abraham, who
when she defeated Miss Marlon Zind- zona State Fair Commission of an agA woman always has a reason for paid 400 shekels of silver for the
erstein, her clubmate at the Philadelgregate purse of $43,000 for the win being unreasonable.
W. N. U, DENVER, NO. 28- -1 11.
field la which he buried bis wife.
phia Cricket Club,
ners of the harness events, the suc
The Illinois House of Representacess of the turf program of this year's
commission fair is assured
tives passed the
beyond the shadow of
boxing bill. The victory of the fight any doubt The sum named u twice
fans came after years of defeat from the amount ever offered
the hands of legislatures. The measure the local trick, and" ItT said ttTbeT
provides for a commission of three to the largest offer made tls year for
be named by the governor, limits the a
lesoonsibility attached to the ureDarinff a remedy for infants and ohildrea
single week s program tnywnere in
weight of gloves to six ounces and pro- the United States.
I
remedies
hibits decisions.
imposed upon the manufacturer
undoubtedly
War Department equlptent allotted
.
a
.a
a a.
ea a
W. S. Hoon of Jewell Junction, Iowa, to
Mexico
New
the
Hlgtway Depart
time
for adults whose system
counteract,
least,
smooiently strong
captured the cup for high score In the ment is being assembled a quickly as
state trap shoot which closed at Mason possible and made reaqr for shipis
observe
well
Castoria prepared today, as has been
injurious drug.
City with 591 out of 600 targets thrown ment. Notice has been eceived that
Mr. Ghas. H.
In three days.
A. R. Chazik, Portal, about 130 trucks of varies makes and
for the
personal supervision
years, under
N. D., made a score of 592, but, as a from twenty to two-bcapacity,
stake?
imitations and substitutes
have makers
was barred from claiming twenty-twautomobiles, ncluding six
Des
win
F.
B.
the cup.
Moines,
Elbert,
teen Fords; a large nunber of small
are they answerable? They spring up today,
responsibilities? To
ner of individual honors, was the run and large tents, lantern and other
ner-u-p
with 590.
supplies for camp purpose, should be
ready for shipment at ome.
GENERAL
J
which the prescription
Could each mother see the painstaking care
At the suggestion of Sate Engineer
The Lower House of the Ohio Legis
read the innumerable testimonials from
lature have adopted a resolution ask- Thomas Maddock, Yanpal county,
Castoria
prepared: could
y
Arizona, has made formrt application
ing Governor Cox to stop the
to the Commission of itate Institugrateful mothers, they would never listen the subtle pleadings and false arguments
heavyweight
championship
July tions for a loan of $20,0)0. The loan
prize fight to be held at Toledo,
imitation of, or substitute for, the
those who would offer
! '
will be utilized on the bridge across
4th.
,
,
which
near
Verde
river
.'
the
Clfrkdale,
Samuel Gompers was
pres
Fletcher's Castoria.
ident of the American Federation of is to cost approximately $40,000. One
Labor, in convention at Atlantic City, half of the cost will be borne by the
and his salary raised from $7,500 to county and the other by the state
$10,000. Mr. Gompers in a speech said under the provisions of an appropriathe selection was American labor's an tion bill passed at the session of the
last Legislature.
swer to its traducers and opponents.
The work of reconstruction of the
Governor Lowden of Illinois signed
the "search and seizure" bill, passed famous scenic highway between Ra
ew Mexico, and the Colorado
ton,
General Assembly
by the Fifty-firs- t
and designed to enforce prohibition in state line may reasonably be expected
to start very soon, as the contract has
"dry" territory.
been let
this most imThe steamer Vauban left New York at last stretch of toj
hifhway.
for South American points with more portant
James S. Douglas, prominent mining
than $15,000,000 in gold aboard. This
is said to be the largest single cargo and railroad man of the southern part
of Arizona, has issatd a statement to
of gold that ever left New York.
the effect that as eon as the govern
Governor Thomas Rlggs, Jr., of Al ment turns the rafroads over to
their
aska received a cable stating the epiowners, which will probably be
demic of influenza at Bristol bay and proper
in December of tjlis year, be will Imother western Alaska points, has been
"Great is
tad mighty abort all thing," Co BaTstht
mediately begin (the construction on
Ji sqvaUy tros
suppressed. A government expedition the
Trtta shows no
Testament, yet
for
railroad,
plans
Is now on its way from the states to
fears as enemies.
the construction of which were com
aadsAGgW
the
epidemic.
fight
From ths inception of nstchsr! Castoria, Trata has been A
pleted before tne united states en
Full confessions are expected by the tered the war against Germany.
watchword, and to tht coasdsatloas adhsrsaes ts thk motto la the)
police from Antony Kunskl, a build
preparatioa of listener's Castor! aa weU as in its gTtttlsiaf Is das
According to an estimate made by
ths secret of its popular demand.
ing contractor, and Miss Frances the contractor for the officials of the
t
inclined shaft
Mann, arrested in connection with a company, the
iU imitations, all rabetitntea, all
preparationf lack
$500,000 "fire-bug- ''
ring, which Is al now being sunk on. the Silver Tip
ths element of Truth, lack ths righteousness of being, lack aft sta
leged to have been responsible for claim on the Green Monster at Jerome,
Maacs srsa la tha words of those whs would deceirs.
more than 200 fires In Chicago and In Arizona, will be completed within the
And you! XSothen, mothers with the fats of ths World la your
Michisurrounding towns In Illinois,
ensuing ninety days. The actual work
can you bo dectired? Csrtainly not.
heads,
gan, Wisconsin, Indiana and Iowa. The of sinking the shaft has been under
Fktcher s Castoria is prepared for Infants and CbCdrsa. It la
Dollce believe Kunskl to be the way only a few days, the time since
Ths BUTT'S need for a meddistinctly a remedy for the little-one- s.
"brains" of the arson gang. James the contract was let to E. S. Bartholoicine
ts take the place of Castor OH, Paregoric and Soothing Syrups
alan
Kabulls also Is under arrest as
mew, having been consumed to a large
was ths sols thought that led to its diacorery. XeTsr try So correct
work.
extent by necessary
leged member of the gang.
three-fourth-
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Information that the government has
under consideration wholesale deportations of Bolshevik), anarchists and
other radicals in this country was obtained in New York, from what was
an authoritative federal
considered
source. It was declared that the plan
called for using returning troop ships
to take alien agitators back to their
hours.
twenty-fou- r
native lands.
Commencement exercises in Wool-sA forest fire . near Canyon Ferry,
which burned out Helena's light and
Hall, in New Haven, were those
power lines, leaving the city in dark- of Tale University's 219th year. Thirness and without street cars for many teen honorary degrees and 598 degrees
for work In courses were given.
hours, has been pat under control.
el

Grande Valley Drainage
convention wheh closed Its session in
Albuquerque was successful in every
way, according to Leslie A Gillet, the
state engineer. There was no discus
sion s to the need for drainage, every one was convinced that drainage
must be had. The proceedings were
directed especially to the subject of
ttfps to work ns soon as possible.
The convention recommended that the
alley, bp divided into drainage
'from Sun Mnrclal on the south
to. V.'h'fe flock enflon on the. north.
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Development of Country Mutt
Bfflin witn improved Highways
Relieve congestion.
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There are today tome 2,000,000 mllea
AfCTNQTOtt-T- he
soldiers' settlement bill Is believed to bo certain of
of mnl roads In the United States, Of
huni fen-nmiiu
thin amount perhaps 12 per cent could tr passage early. This lesialatlon la dMimd
no classified aa Improved, while only men who have served in the military forces of the United States) during the
war. Principal features of the legish
boat
of one per cent can
lation are: Discharged soldiers, sail
be said to be suitable for the carriage
ore and marines will be employed at
of heavy-dut-y
motortrucks. And In the
14 a day In the development of public
face of this condition It can be said
Unas; those who desire may ob
without chance of contradiction that
tain allotments of the reclaimed land
thv future development of the United
for farming at a price to be fixed
States rests upon the roads.
later, with liberal terms of payment;
The past few years have witnessed
those who take over such land mar
a tremendous turnover In transporta
borrow up to 12,000 apiece for devel
tion from the railway to the highway,
opment of their farms.
says Boy D. Chapln, former chairman
The bill will carry authorizations
of the highways transport committee
Mid will
ttmnower
or the. council of national defense. I .
totaling tKflO.OOO.000
T
'
r - 'ecrwr7 or the Interior to acquire lands by purchase, or gift, In addition
The congestion which prevailed during
tne war made necessary the commer to using public lands. Projects will be developed In every state
lands are available, but sites will be selected
cial utilization of the highway to an
only where there art)
extent thought Impossible a scant few sumcieni areas to form community centers.
,ine secretary of the Interior also will be authorised to nut the lands
years ago.
The motortruck, little known be acquired for these purposes in condition for use and cultivation. This work
fore the war, sprang into prominence will Involve Irrigation in arid territory, drainage in swamps, stump pulling
areas and general restoration, Including clearing. In
as a commercially nractlcal form of ana, leveling in cut-ovtransportation, and while the fighting abandoned farming sections. Roads necessanr to nrovlde access to the
has ceased the need for the motor projects will be built.
Cash will be advanced to help the soldier-settle- r
truck remains with us, more Insistent
get started.
Uncle Sam gives settlers 40 years to complete payments.
than ever before.
The government will furnish Instruction through experts In farming.
within certain limitations the
freight car of the highway is more
efficient than the rail carrier, and be
Ever Were Caught
cause of it it may be taken as a per As Good New Fish in the Sea
manent form of transportation and one
destined to have a large Influence on
concerning sea fish having good food value, but not generally known
the movements of trade In the future. DATAultiUsed, are being gathered by P. W. Partridge of the United States
The hour has struck when the fast-- bureau of fisheries, who is in New Orleans to make a study of the drum fish
moving efficient motor vehicle of com-- off the coast of that state, Mr. Part
nierce must replace the horse and the ridge has spent six weeks along the
costly terminal charges which prevail gulf Coast from Caxambas, Tex., to
branches of the Pass Christian, Investigating fishing
upon the short-harail lines. . Already the motortruck conditions and intends to continue his
has become a "feeder" to the railroad ; round of the coast to Galveston.
"It Is surprising how many varie
shortly It Is destined to aid enormous
ly to the profitable long hauls, while ties of good fish are practically unentirely or very nearly so eliminating used as food," said Mr. Partridge.
the unprofitable spurs.
"The government is anxious to set a
Railroad men generally recognise market for these. America Is one of the
the new movement and welcome It poorest consumers of fish In the world
Street railway men, not so keenly
principally because the majority of
alert to its possibilities as a feeder to me nousewives do not know how to make that food palatable. Last winter
their lines, have yet to take the full tne government sent me out with demonstrators who taught the women of
est advantage of the opportunities several cities of the country how to prepare fish properly. The results were
remarkable. In St. Louis we were informed by the fish dealers that their
which it presents.
But back of the motortruck rests business had doubled after our visit.
"All along the gulf there Is an enormous supply of drum fish which
the road. While the highway as such
is of little Interest to those outside of makes splendid eating, but Is not caught for the market These fish vary In
the engineering field, as a means for weight from 18 to 45 pounds when mature. The largest one ever caught
transportation It becomes of vital Im tipped the scales at 146 pounds. The government hopes that this fish will bet
portance to every cltisen of the United used as food. Then there are the blue runners, ladyflsh, groupers and many
DEBT
States, whether he be in profession, or other kinds, which would supply great amounts of food If the public cot to AMERICA'S
how delicious they are." ,
trade, a minister, a merchant,, a doc know
- The
tor, tiign ana low, ncn ana poor, tne
government put the tile fish on the market two years ago In tfie
or new England coast Up to that time tbey were practically unTO LAFAYETTE
markets
comes
into
contact
of
toad
with ail
us,
and upon its relative efficiency de known as food, but now there Is a big demand for them.
Another fish introduced lately' as food' by the bureau Is smoked Blind
pends to a greater extent than most Of
shark. Chicago took 10,000 pounds of It last winter. This shark is eaukbt
off the coast of Cape Cod, Mass., and resembles smoked halibut In flavor."!
Washington Paid Tribute
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De Noallles marched afoot the whole ington in July, he fought at the battle
T56 miles from Newport to Torktown,
of Brandywlne In September and reClosen, Chastel- ceived an ugly wound. Soon again In
Young
lux, a brother of Mlrabeau, a brother the saddle, he went through many viof Talleyrand, Barras, later Director cissitudes and privations with WashBarras, and many: other enthusiasts ington at Valley Forge, his crowning
for. liberty were In the expedition. exploit being the forcing of the retreat
They understood Americans.' Equality of Lord Corn wallls, leading to his surwas the particular American trait render at Torktown, In 1781. Although
which Impressed them most, and this Washington and other famous AmeriIdea was Imported by them from can generals had joined him previous
to the surrender, Lafayette, wltha
America Into France.
Rico, Needing
Aid
Rochambeau placed himself and his small force, had initiated the rout of
army under the command of Washing- Cornwallls at the battle of Albemarle.
it appears, needs education and wants It A petition
ton. The- - ragged Americans always That the highest credit was due to LaPORTO RICO, aid
has come before congress. It is slimed hv Arthur
R3N the Revolution began had the. right of the line. In case of fayette is. shown by the fact that
governor, and Paul G. Miller, commissioner of education.
It asks that a Jaw
merlcans were still plo- - equality of rank, the American officer Washington warmly thanked and comDe enacted appropriating $2,000,000
n;ers and straight shooters always took 'command. Not so much plimented him in the presence of tie
year ior zu years, ana sets rorth tne
Ihe country was full of men as a cabbage was taken without pay- troops, after the great surrender which
following facts among others :
who had se.n service In war against ment. Before Torktown the Ameri practically ended the war.
That according to the federal the French and Indians. Washington
Patriot of Marblehead.
not skilled in siege opera-- ,
census of 1810 the percentage of adult had been all his life a soldier. It Is Hons, and Washington gratefully ac
General Lafayette paid a tribute to
illiteracy in .Porto Rico was 66.5; tl
not surprising that American officers knowledged the service of the French Marblehead, Mass., by making two
the present estimated percentage;
felt quite able to handle the military engineers. The French fleet closed the visits to the people, by whom he was
adult illiteracy Is 54.
situation without assistance from the river; and the surrender came. With
That at the present time there' are host of applicants for commissions out that French help we tremble to
In Porto Rico 427,666 Children of legal from abroad. Therefore when Wash think what might have happened.
school age, between the ages of five ington heard that a young Frenchman
Fired Lafayette's Ardor.
and eighteen years, and 215,810 phll- named Lafay; tte had left his wife and
the close of the year 1776,
Toward
dren of comnnlsorv s'thnnl asa. be child and crossed the ocean to serve
the 'duke of Cumberland, who was the
tween eight and fourteen years; that. of the. aforesaid number 164.006 children
the Americai cause as a volunteer brother of King George
of England,
nave pnenaea tne public schools during the current year, and that more chll without
pay, tie muttered : "One more was traveling In France; and one day
dren can not be admitted for lack of teachers and facilities.
' i
incumbrance.'' But
pleaded
he arrived at the town of Metz, then a
That the resources of the people of Porto Blco are not sufficient to Meet "Give me a chance;Lafayette
I do not want to French possession. A certain count De
their educational needs. and requirements; that at the present'tlme there are be an
soldier."
honorary
a veteran of many battles,
employed 2,981 teachers in all grades of public schools, Including the (uni
He went to Washington's camp and Broglie,
was In command of the garrison, and,
we
are
uibi
salaries
versity;
entirely inadequate; that In order to provide there began a, friendship which ran
proper facilities for all the children not In school- at the present time i,000 through so many years like an Idyl, In to do honor to his distinguished visitor,
he Invited some of his officers to meet
huuiuuiiu wmuierB wnauiiy. iruinea ana adequately paid are necessary,.
1788 Brlssot visited Washington at Mt.
at dinner. Now It happened that
xaai wnen tne cnange or sovereignty occurred there was not a single Vernon with a letter from Lafayette. him
the duke of Cumberland was In disschool
erected
for
school
alt
public
building
purposes In Porto Blco; that
the
favor with his royal brother he was,
present time there are 540 publicly owned buildings; that 1,200 schoolH are
In fact, in banishment He had lately
Installed In rented buildings, few of which meet the necessary hygienic
received news that certain of his
au
to
tne children not In school . 5,200
rwiuiremenu;
proviae laciuues ior
majesty's colonies In America had re
additional modern schoolrooms are necessary.
belled
and declared themselves free,
The proposed appropriation la to be made available for school purposes of
declining to be subject any longer to a
....
iu junos.tyrannical king. It would seem that
Low salaries make It difficult to secure trained
g
teachers.
the duke of Cumberland told the story
uw uonsuiuuon iouows ue nag, education should keep It company.
with some gusto, as if he were not altogether sorry that his brother was In
trouble. One officer listened with parA New
"Joy-Flye- r"
Now
Our Midst
ticular attention. He was a youth of
nineteen, tall and thin, with a long
are
already with us, and may become as much a
nose and reddish hair. His solemn
RECKLESS In
the near future as the reckless auto drivers. During a recent
and his somewhat awkward
presslon
flew np ana- down FtftB fTenne oyer
parade in New York,, a
manner contrasted strongly with the
uie utmus ox h crowa pacneu upio uie
frivolous ease and grace of the other
streets like cobblestones, at an elevae
Patriot Cut Off the Coryoung officers present He was a mar An
tion estimated to be not more than 000
ner of His House That Lafayette's
of long descent connected by
quis
v
feet
;!;'vm',
Carriage Might Oo Through His
marriage with one of the greatest
Every aviator knows that flying
street
families In France, and he had at bis
at low elevations Is the most dangerown disposition a very large income. received with bands of music and a
ous kind of flying. If engine trouble
Lafayette.
listened Intently, he asked many hugs procession of dtuena. It Is reHe
had caused that flyer to come down,
Be says Washington "spoke to me of eager questions, and when he r
lated that on his first visit In 1784
he could not have chosen a safe land- W
tcSUBr
De Lafayette with emotion; he from the table he bad made a moment there was a controversy as to how the
if.
one
Ten
to
he would have
ing.
considers him as his child." Later, ous and historic resolution. He had procession was to proceed through the
smashed Into 'the crowd,' killing and
Lafayette sent to Washington the key resolved to abandon the pleasures and main streets of the town, owing to the
maiming many.:
to the destroyed Bastile, saying: "It luxuries of the gayest court In the fact that at one of the sharp turns, a
' "'"
i
This occurrence was called to the sj v
Is a tribute which I owe as s son to my world, even to leave his young wife house so Jutted Into the road that the
attention of the Joint army and navy board aeronautic cognisance, which his
to and child, and to cast In his lot with general's coach could not pass. On the
father, as an
adopted
control of all aircraft licenses for civilians. It was discovered that the reck
as a .missionary of liberty these strange rebels In America. In morning of the great event It was dismy
general,
less flyer was a civilian who had no license.
his own words, "When first I heard of covered that the patriotic family occuto Its patriarch."
protect the public against careless flyers is the oMect of the aero
Freneh Eager In Liberty's Cause.
American Independence, my heart was pying the property had cut off a secnautic board. Licenses will be issued only to responsible persons who have
The spirit of Lafayette was the enlisted I" That young man was La tion of the house, removing the offendquaHfled as pilots. The government! not opposed to civilian flying, but It
of Rocharabeau's army. A host
; and when the American army ing corner and thus the coach was
spirit
does require that, a person must flfftj take out a plibfs license to operate an of young French officers looked on the fayette
went to the front In France, It merely driven without a hitch through the
a
nauoon.
or
u:
airpiane,. seaplane,
!., .m, Ul; ,,
expedition as a crusade for liberty, and pftld a small part of the debt of grati- street The house with part of the
These licenses are issued without cosL .Anvorfs dnirinir
niintta iioanMi crowded for
places. Toung Berthler tude we owe that splendid young of- first story missing can still be seen la '
should make application to the Joint ;ariny and navy board of aeronautle was a
volunteer at Torktown,' aUd he ficerthat trpe nobleman.
this year of 1919, and Is shown la the
cognisance, building D, Sixth and B streets, Northwest, Washington, Q,
became a marshal of France. Viscount
Appointed a major general by Wash fllustratioh,
'
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Used to Haul
Produce to Market

Farm

us dream the ultimate cost of all that
wo eat, wear, have.
"No one knows how much

the

coun-

try pays for cartage," said William C.
Bedfleld, secretary of commerce, recently, "but anyone who looks Into
the question is pretty sure to find out
that the figures are larger than he
thought it could be.
Yet cartage is but one phase of road
costs.
Poor roads mean Isolation,
which in turn mean fewer possibil
ities for education, fewer opportunl
ties for wealth, lower real estate val
nations as well as Increased costs of
supplies. Every sound, fundamental
economic reason speaks out for the
durable road, Just as It protests against
the poor, inadequately constructed
highway.
Despite these facts, which will be
verified by all who have studied the
question, despite the fact that the offi
clal government figures placed the
hauling over the highways at 2,000,'
In 1917, our roads are
000,000
today all that they should not be.
They are Inefficient, Inadequate, anti
quated.
ton-mil-

TO

SAVE

i

m

.

Motortruck

IMPROVE

'

HAUUNS

Hardening 8urfaee, Reducing Grade or
Shortening Distance Brings Farm
Nesrer to Town.
The test of a wagon road is the
amount of work that can be done on
it without injury thereto, that- Is the
time and labor required in hauling over
it. Any Improvement whether in hardening its surface; easing Its grade, or
shortening the distance, reduces the
time and effort of getting to market
and brings the farm nearer to town.
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There is only two ways on earth to flaws In UsU office of UsNewStat Corporation Coco,
utory and in ether standard
saaalse. M tt
Rate af
ajaiafaaaf
rj.edical text books as having a
get a nation to do any thing, the one way
day t Jan A. D. lfD at UM o'elack A
beneficial action on th organs
and the easiest is a desire on their part to ' CMtlOcate of
iBewpwation and
GGITLETE
IS
of secretion, wkese prcper funcdo so, and the other is to have sufficient CertlAekteof Stockholders'
of
1CB
NEW
AND
HCXICO
PRODUCE
COMPANY
tioning remit in the purification
power to force a compliance with our desire.
"
No Dtockhotderi' UafaUitr
.
'
of the bloorl streams passing
And we are constrained to believe WHERFFORE: The Incorporators name la
'''
Mid
of
Incorporation, and who have
that there was too much quick action to get IIfnodCertificate
through them. In this manner
the
and their atieeeeton and auiffni,
objectionable and poisonous in- the boys home, rather than to keep on the ara hereby hum,
dec land to bt, from tklajdato until the
MMnrltAMffl sf tllA Klis"t
aWA
of Juno. Nineteen Hundred and
WIV
V VL.
WIWU
I
In a recent issue of this paper grCUI9IIW VX
ground a sufficiently large' force to cause ihttoenth daya corporation
by the name and for
entire
and
is
the
system
moved,
made
that
was
the respect of the Hun.
announcement
in
laid CertiHeate.
the purposes eat forth
vitalized.
and
WU
and 9924"
"No.
...
The Hun is a peculiar animal anyTanlac now has the largest ?ale invigorated
.
a.
J
In Testimony Whereof, the State Corporation
way, and they respect neither God, man Commission of the State of New Meslee has of any medicine of . its kind in laniBC ww uenigiiHu niunn- or the devil, and the lack of force on the causal this certifleatoof to be sisned by its Chair- the world, and that more than ly for the correction of disorders
man and the seal
(did Commission, to be
ground ready to shoot has permitted them affixed at 'no City of Santa Kb on this 17th. dny twelve million bottles had been of the stomach, liver, and bowto pursue not only dillatory tactics, but of June A. D. 101
sold during the past four years els. At the same time, however
"SfclAL"
These are unusual figures, and it is a powerful reconstructive
they have become arrogant and the only
Huirh H. Williams
Chairman
the question naturally arises in tonic and body builder, for it
way to get them to do anything now is to
Attest;
caice n out oi tneir niaes.
the mind of the reader why this naturally follows that any mediA. U Morris
As before stated no sane man deClerk
phenominal success and why has cine that brings about proper assires war or trouble, but it is good policy june 28 1st lust pub July I he
similation of the food and the
this preparation so far
to be in a position to enforce any reasonof the
of
all
thorough elimination
medicines
its
other
Ganado
able or rightful demand.
kind. It is only natural there products must therefore have a
and most beneficial
It is common knowledge that the A birthday party for Maybelle fore that the manufacturers
Hun considers a treaty a mere scrap of Curley was jfiven by her mother offer some explanation to satisfy effect upon the entire system.
Although Tanlac's claims for
paper and hence we can not understand on Thursday two weeks ago. public interest.
why there should beany special desire to Those present being. Rev. H. D. In the first place, lanlac is supremacy are abundantly suphave them sign that treaty or make any Smith, Miss Mitchell, Hubbell manufactured
in one of the ported by the wor'ds leading auother agreement which would beordinarily and Miles Dasker, Roman Hub-be- largest and most modern ly equpi thorities, it is the people them
Jr., Donald and George Hub-bel- l. ped laboratories in this country, selves who have really made
binding upon civilized nations and it is well
La Charles Goodman, Guy
enough here to remark that we can not
Its formula is purely ethical and Tanlac what it is. Millions
David Taylor, Anna Grant
Clark,
millions have used it, and
longer recognize the Hun as entitled to the
complies with all national and
rights of a civilized nation, because their Maybelle, Alice and David Cur-le- state pure food and drug laws. have told other millions what it
Najebah, Vern and Eliza Altogether there are ten ingred has done for them. That is why
brutal and inhuman acts during this war
beth
Curley, and Dr. J. D. Ken ients in Tanlac, each of which is Tanlac has become the real sen
have place them without the civilized pale.
According to the latest press dis- nedy. The time was spent in of recognized therapeutic value. sation of the drug trade in this
patches the peace commission of the Allies games, recitations and refresh
Many of these ingredients have country, and that is also why it
ments. All returned to their
appears to be 'puzzled' at the non-actiknown and is the most widely talked-o- f mebeen individually
of the Huns, and to be frank about it, we homes with thanks to the host used since civilization first be dicine in the world today.
can not undestand why they should be ess for the kindness manifest.
Tanlac is sold in Gallup at the
gan, and some of them have
John Curley and Fred Pesh- - been used and prescribed by Banner Drug Store.
puzzled at anything the Huns do.
The one great trouble with most lakai went to Keams Canon re leading physicians everywhere,
In the Probate Court
people is that they honestly expect more rently to attend a missionary but until they were brought to
State
of New Mexico )
than the other fellow can deliver.
meeting of the Navajos.
SS.
gether in proportion and asso
We pretend to be puzzled at some Messrs A. H. Womack, of Po- - ciation as in the Tanlac formula, County of McKinley (
action of the people of the German nation lacL'o, Ariz., and John Staggs of humanity had not heretorore re
In the matter of the estate of
when we have no right to do so for we know Chin Lee, staved over night at alized their full value and effect, H. M. Patterson. Deceased.
NOTICE
positively that they are great diplomats the Ganado mission lateiv.
In referring to one of the
and that their ideas of diplomacy is to get D. K. Ward,
is
Notice
hereby given that
missionary at more important ingredients of
the best of the rest of the world right or Chin Lee, Ariz,, was
the
undersigned was on the 5th.
a visitor at Tanlac, Encyclopedia Britanica
wrong, and we believe today that they are the mission not long ago, on his says; ,"It has long been the day of Mayl919, appointed adplanning a revenge for a fancied wrong. way home from North Dakota, source of the most valuable tonic ministrator of the estate of H.
Believing, as they pretend to do, that the Wade Berry has gone to his medicines that have ever been M;. Patterson, deceased, and that
Allies are demanding something unreasondiscovered." In referring to Letters of Administration upon
home on Oklahoma.
able, when as a matter of fact no demand
others of the general tonic drugs said estate duly issued to him
E. L Roberts and Robert Kar
which we could make of this inhuman
contained in Tanlac the 13th out of the above named court.
igan were recent visitors in Gal
nation would be improper or unjust.
Therefore all persons having
Edition of Potter's Therapeutics
'.
.....
After murdering men and women, lup.
claims
a standard medical text book,
against said estate are
on the high seas, blowing . Evangelistic services for. the states that
"they unpart gener- hereby notified to file the same.
ud shins loaded with wounded soldiers and ftavajos were held from June 2, al tone and strength to the en under ' oath, with the County
under the sign bf
night of 'the 9th. ending tire svstem ineludiug all organs: Clerk of McKinley County, New
with
la
commerce ana any oiner vicious or mean
camp fire. Quite a good and tissues."
Mexico, or with this administrat
act of which they could be guilty, violat- attendance pervailed and much This same
author or, within'one year from the date
ing every right of God or man, they have interest spintuaMy. was manifes- - ity in describing tbe physiologi- of said appointment, as provided
the supreme nerve to ask for a peace of ed. I he visiting missionaries cal action of still another of the by law, or the same will be for
were: Rev. J W. Brink, of
right and justice.
ingredients of Tanlac which is evev barred.
N. M. ; Rev. F.- G. Mit-have
We
an idea that a Roc evelt
of value in treating what is com
y Shep Casey
would have been the man in this trying chelUof Tofchaco, Ariz.; Rev.
Administrator of the Estate
known as a.j
monly
period and we must believe that he would Howalrd A. Clark. Ft. Defiance; condition" uses the following exof H. M;. Patterson
nave demanded an accounting for (every Mr. aipd Mrs. W. R. Johnston, pression; "It is highly, esteem
Deceased
deed of commission of which they are Indiam Wells; Mr. and Mrs. L ed in loss of
con- - June 21, July 12
appetite
during
;
SegarJ Kayenta, Ariz.; Guy
guilty.
valesence from acute diseases."
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Handicapping Our Resources

!

U. S. Bureau of Mines issues an
report stating that the
an alarming shortage
faces
country
and
its
of petroleum
products, including

THE
gasolene.

Our law makers are chiefly to blame
threatened shortage.
the
for
Oil development has proceeded in the
U. S. in spite of every legislative obstacle
that could be thrown in its way under the
camouflage term "conservation."
Too many of our legislators cannot
(Jistinguish between conservation and va3te
Real conservation is in using an as
set or resource in such a way as to bring
the greatest benefit and advantage to the
largest number of people.
It is no advantage to our people,
nor is it real conservation, to prevent them
by law from developing and using our petroleum resources on the theory that they
will be more needed 50 years hence.
Every industry in the United States
and every citizen will soon begin to feel
the direct dire effect of this short-sighte-d
policy which has virtually penalized every
prospector for the last decade who has
oil on public lands.
Prospectors who spend their time
and money in the locating and exploitation
of new and distant oil fields should have
every encouragement.
And the Gallup Herald asks Senator
Fall to. exercise every effort to defeat the
present oil bill before the senate, for it is a
vicious measure.

out-stripp-

.

ll

up-up- on

y,

on

ed

Lay

on

Macduff

TO one but a fool or a lunatic desires
war, yet nations are only a collec
tion oi individuals and tnere are
DeoDle who onlv resreit force. In other
words a gun or a knife, and when one buts
up against that kind of a prosition you
play safety if you commence shooting when
.,
uie uuier leiiuw ueguin w outn..
We cannot but believe a serious mistake was made to bring our boys home be"Tk

.

. ,

.;.

;

non-combata- nts

lroviCrdtvm

"

well-kno-

fore they completed the job, in other words
before they whipped the Huns to a positive
finish.

'h,

And this would very probably have

-

saved a great deal of time and money, and
worry and it even might have saved another war twenty years hence; for the dilhas
atory action of the peace conference
little
of
a
Hun
the
very probably given
what is termed "Dutch courage".
State of NewMeatire
(SEAL)
CertiHeate of Comparison
United States of America V oa
I
State of New Mexico
It is Hereby Certified, that theeurie! is s full
true and complete transcript of the
Certificate of Incorporat'""
of
New Mexico Ice and Produce Company
(No Stockholders' Liability
(No. 19211
with the. endorsements thereon, as some appears
on tie and of record in the oflTee of the State Corporation Commission.
)o Testimony Whereof, the State Corporation
Commission of the State of New aleaieo has
caused this certificate to be signed by its Chairman and the seal of mid Commission, to bear) ted
at the City of Santa Fe on this 17th. day of June
A. D. 1919,

'

'

'

'

(SISAL)

HuHh

Ohaimia

Attet:
A, L. Morrison

Clerk
Articles of Incorporation of New Mexico Ice
and Preduce Company.

(No stockholders liability)
KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS
That we. the undersifmed citlsens of the United
Mei-o- .
States, and residents of the State of New
have this day voluntarily associated ourselves together for the purpose of forming a corporation
under the laws of eid State of New Mexico, ami
to that end, do hereby adopt these articlae of
Pirst:- - The name of said corporation in to be
NBW MKXICO ICE ANOPRODUCB COMPANY

(No stockholders liability). t
Second:- - The principal plaue of business ia to
be Gallup, McKinley County New Mexico.
Third;- - The principal object for which this corporation is founded is to manufacture ice; Also,
To buy, sell, hold, and acquire by purchase or
otherwise all classes of merchandise; to buy, sell,
hold, own, leaseaod acquire bylpurchaseor otherwise real estate, and to conduct a general merchandise business, and to do and perform alt lawful acta and things necessary and expedient to be
stone in order to carry out the purposes aforesaid
and m general to do and perform such acU and
things and transact such business, not inconsistent with law. in the State of New Mexico or in
any other part of the world, as the board of directors may deem to the advantage of the corporation.
Fourth:- - The amount of capita! stock to be
by said corporation is ilM.000.9U (One Hundred Thousand Dollars) divided into 1,000 "hares
of the par value of 1101.00 (On Hundred Dollars)
each.
Fifth:- - The amount of said capital stock which
has actually been subscribed is S.0O0.O (Three
Thousand Dollars) and the following are the names J

"run-dow-

.

of the persona by whom the same has
cirbed
Name of subscribed M umber of shut
111 Gregory Page

l een

Clark and Fred Peshlakai, of
Chin jtee, Ariz, ; Babe, Begay,
FtDefiance. Ariz.; Charles
Harkftess, of Kayenta, native
workers!.
Mr. and Mrs. Val
Hetzjl of Ft. Defiance, Ariz.,
and Miss Maude Feaster of Gallup wjpre Visitors.
Mr. and Mrs Howard Mans,
have (irorie to northern Colorado
on a vSaft.
Mr, and Mrs. Baca and children W'ere Gallup visitors last

j

NaWal

snbs

with tbe esdoraemenU thereon, as aasie apiieara
Amount on 91a and of record in the office of thei State Cor..OUO.OO
,
poration Commission.
'
In Teutinony Whereof,
to
tt.iiOn.QO
the State- Corporation
Mrs; (i. H. Lyons
Commission of tbe State of New Mex
causlti
L. K. Uoehrlng
Slath:, The names ami ueslwrhce ;1iIrmms of ed this certineata to be signed bf l Chairman
and the seal of said Commission, te o arHxed at
the incorporators ara as fotlows:- (iellup, H. If. the oity f Santa Fe oa this 17th- - da,? of June A.
tirecory Page
Mrs. G. H. Lyoa
r
Caliup. N. M. I), 119.
' Gallup. N. M.
rSfiALI
L. R. (ioehriog
;
Seventh:- - The term of tsistence of said corHugh H. ViIliama
Cimirman
poration shall be Fifty years.
.
,
Eighth:- - The Directors who shall manage the Attest:
A. L. Morruon
affairs of said corporation for the first three
Clerk
months, and until their successors ar elected are:
Certificate of Stockholders
(.). Page, Mrs. G. H. Lyon, L. K. Goehring
0
ICE AND PKODUCF, COMPANY i
Ninth:- - The principal office of said corporation NEW MF,Xt(-week. )
'
(N'oStockhoiders Liability J
is to be located at Gallup. HcKinley County .New
.
i
WU. fi. Page. Mrs. 0. H. Lyon, and L. K.
ife the ordur of
Mexico, and the name of the agent in charge
Sheep
dipping
thereof, and upon whom process oan he served, is (JoriiriuK. kmrrurators of New Mexico Ice and
under the
No stockholders iiahilityj, a the day at this place
Prodi,!-.- - C.iiiiimny
O. Pake.
IN WITNKSS WHKRKOF, we, the undersigned corKrstsi urganixed under, and by .virtue of tho supervision of. Farmer Paul .Gra
incorporators., have hereunto set our hands and lows of the State of New Mexico do hereby certify
by
that thi-i- 9iisil be no stockholders tittbility on ac dali of) Cornfields, assisted
seals this 7th. day of June A. D. WIS.
count of iij v stock issued by said corporation.
Gregory Page
James James. Both did
Navajf
IN WITNESS WHUREOF,
we have hereunto
L. R. Ooehrine
work last year and
set our Imnils ami seals this 7th day of June A. D. valuable
Ciretchna Harris Lyon'
t
State of New Meiico I
to believe
i)3 every reason
there
I
County of Mr.Kinley
(Jregory Page
it will toe the same this season.
On this 7ch. day of June A.I). Ml-- , before' me
ft. Goehring
personally appeared G. Page, Mrs. U. H. Lyon and
Gretchen Harris Lyon
The private school at Hon. J
L. R. Goehring. to me known to he the persons
New Mexico
uf
State
L, Hubbell's closed the last of
Y
described jh. and who eiecutrd the foregoing in- County of McKinley
strument, snd they acknowledge that they es
On this 7th. day of June A. D. 11119, before me
May with the following program
ecuted the same as theirfree act and deed, for the lT;oi,a!i apimared G. Page, Mm. G. H. Lyon
Hubbell Parker.
Graduates:
uses und purposes therein set forth.
and .. it. Oiiehnng. tome known to be the perIN VYITNKSS WHKRKOF, 1 have hereunto sat sons described in and who executed the
Hubbeli.
foregoing
George'.
Undergradu
my hand and seal the day and year above written. instrument, and they acknowledged that they exates: Donald Hubbell, Miles Par
WKALJ
ecuted the same as their free act and deed, for the
The
LaCharles Goodman.
1
.
John J. Emmons
,
piirpoefl intl uses therein set forth.
Notary Public.
IN
ITSKS? WHKKKOF. I have hereunto act
Class colors, purple and gold.
My commission expires July 17, WW
my hHini i;inl seal. this Ith day of June, the day
J ilN DORSEO
t .'.
Ciass flower, the Mariposa lily;
,.
and ytw.r aliove written.
':

Sl..(i

.....

ll.

....

v.

'

No. 9921
Cor. KeVd Vol. 6 Patto 66C

John

Certificate of incorporation of
NEW MKXICO ICE AND PRODUCE COMPANY
( No stockholders' liability)
Filed in Office of State Corporation Commission
of New Mexico
A.M.
,,
June 1. ll-ll:'

A. L. Morrison.
Clerk

Compared

.1.10

n"

to EM A

Stale of New Mexico' ;
ISF.ALJ
,.-,'.'
CertiHeate of Cemparison
.
United States of America.
SS.
State of New Mexico

It is Hereby Certified, thattheannexed
'
true and complete transcript of the

it a

full

M'

C'ominiKsion

J.

Kmmons

NoUryPulilic
expires July 17, 11120

SKAL!
'

ENOOfttlKD
N0.9KS!
Cor. Kec'd. Vol
Page 500
ty
CertiHeate of
of Stockholders of
NEW MKXICO ICF. AND PRODUCE COMPANY
;
f:
SoSukW(ler' Liability I
Filed in office of State Corporation
Commission,
of New Mexico
11:30
1919
M.
A.
June 16,
A. L. Morrison'
Clerk
Compared J.IO to KM A.

State of New Mexico
SEAL
Certiflcate of Stockholders'
Cartificate of Filing
of
I'ntted Suites of America I ss-It
State of New Mexico
NEW NEXICO ICK AND PRODUCK COMPANY
f No Stock holders' Liabilit y 1
Is Hereby Certified, that there was filed fur

kr,

class motto, "Hasten Slowly"
Teacher, Ethelyn Mitchell. An
excellent program was given, all
the pupils performed the parts
assigned them both with credit
to themselves and also to their
teacher and the rendition was
much enjoyed by the audience.
Thoaes present beside.the family
were:, Mrs.' J. C. Karigan, Mrs.
Barbach. Robert Karigan, E. L.
Roberts, Rev, H. D. r Smith and
t
Dr. J. D. Kennedy.
,
'
Miss Ethelyn Mitchell lias gone
to her home in Monmouth, 111.
Lorenzo Hubbell and Winfield
Wetherell were Ganado visitors
..

;

-

.

,

.

last wefek.

Announcement

There are certain other ele

ments in Tanlac (.which because ATA FE EMPLOYEES AT-of their influence upon the apTEtfTION.
assimilation From this date
petite, digestion,
and elimination improve the nu Office
consultations,
t 50c
trition and vital activity ox all Serum innovations . $ 1.00
the tissues and organs of the House vistits in city
i
l:oo
body, and produce that state of Night calls after 11
2.00
general tonicity which is called All confinement cases
15,00
health.
(This includes attention there- In discussing another ingredi
after)
ent the Encyclopedia Britanica
Out of Tow n calls Reason
says ; "It is one of the most ef- able rates. We wish to
extend
ficient of that class of substanthe helping hand to our Santa
ces which act upon the stomach
Fe men andthdrfamilesand we
so as to invigorate digestion and
take this method of notification.
thereby increase general nutriA. M. Chevaillier, M. D.
tion.: It is used in dyspepsia,
Office hours 2 until 5 P. M.
chlorosis, 'anenv'a and various Residence
phone 170
other diseases in which the tone Office,
phone 189
of the stomach and alimentary
canal is deficient." Concerning
WANTE- D- young man to
still another ingredient this same work in Indian
trading store.
standard authority says: "It
Salary $40 per month, room and,
causes dilation of the gastric board, no
Sunday work.
blood vessels, increases secreSanders Trading Co.
tion of the gastric juice, and '
'
Sanders; Arizona
causes greater activity in the
movements of the muscular layBert D. Kichakds
ers in the wall3 of the stomach.
...
.Lawyer
It also tends to lessen the sensi- Licensed to practice in all the
bility of the stomach, and so courts of the State, the U." S.
District Court and U. S.. Land
may relieve gastric pain. "
Office.
The United States Dispensa
tory makes the following comtloHN C. Kitchen .
' Physician and
ment regarding another ingredi
Surgeon
ent:
It may be used in all,, ca.107 W.Coal Ave.
In office all night
ses of pure debility of the diges
No. , 108
Telephone
y
tive organs or where a general
'
'
PAYING
TRADING STORE
tonic impression is required.
Dyspepsia, atonic gout, hysteria, For Sale Reasonable price, good
terms. Live stock, buildings,
and intermittent fever are am 40
acres of land planted to beans
ong the many affections in which corn, potatoes and oats, included
it has proven useful."
near Gallup, A good business.
There are certain other ingre- - an opportunity.,;, Terms to riflrht
!at Herald office,
'l?
dients described in the Dispen-'itM?- 'Gallup, N. M.
,
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uovernor Larrazoia as a delegate

torepresertt this state at th

mm.

Seventh annual1 Convention" of
the United States Good Roads
Association, has .been elected a
life memher
- - nt
w. tho A ravvviviui
on the nomination made By Govi
iiarrazoia.- it is considered an
honor to be elected a life member
of '.this'" organization rof which
Gov. Larrazola is one of the vice
presidents. United States Sen.
ator Johh Hr Bankhead of Ala
bama, is president and some of
the most prominent men, of s the
United 'States are members of
the association. The object of
the. organization 13 to' secure
good roads throughout the states
of the Union and for fsecur- '
mg increased federal aid for
road building.
, ;
At the recent convention' of
the Association more than thirtv
states wefe pepresented by del
egations and was one of the
most representative bodies that
has ever assembled in his coun
try for the' purpose of further-in- ?
the project of grood high-

It is better
tq'Prevent.disease than to

:

offer a full line

of Deodorizers and Disinfectants
'
tljiit will sweeten ub
the nlace and
vwir

aM

pvQBiuic sictuiess.

r

v

-

;

v:w

v

;

The ExDensp i Nnmtn.al
The benefits and comfort'
whiles r For cuts, sores,; wounds of
any; sort, however
should
have
a
disinfectant
you
trifling,
sto ' cleanse
'.'

:

H

the WOUnd."
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as it Geaiia
For

Sale1
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By The:'

gallop electric

Light and
power company

Come to our office and
let us demonstrate this

Gallup Cleaners

very reasonably priced
vacuum cleaner for you.

Operating the
:i Hoffman Steam Pressing

iv.

machine
'

HrTL'VV We advertise what

we

do,

H

'

AH

;

work guaranteed

--

'satisfactory''

We jcJl and deliver
--

,uai Are.

'

7

L

:

J. LOUCHRIDCiE.
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Gallup's

'

ways.

'

'

,

'.,

sole claimto

must be Based

patronage
OUR better values, your
better service,
.
(

l&lci

fVA

;

Aivrl

aim

mI ...n

M

in iiaiuntuc
gcii ckjcyyiicic
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liwiXa

than you can

mica.
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. All our experience, alt our effort, is devoted to
making our hardware service more valuably to youi

.,':.

i
r
i
,
; '. S
well' worth your while to bring, your hard
;

'

1

It is

ware needs to us:
'

'
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Gallup Tin & Hardware Co.
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Sneddon and Boardman 3fos.
'

Vulcanizing

Tires

.

K

,

Auto Supplies

.

'

Agents for Velie automobiles and Trucks Haynes automobiles

(

Use

Sherin' J, H. McCamant made
the largest shipment of cattle
ever made at one time in this
county. He' has shipped to Texas buyerls 1100 head of two and
and three year old stock, the
last car having been loaded Monday morning, The stock was in
splendid condition and will be
ranged for a time in Texas, Mr.
McCamant has been very successful with his cattle interests
this year, the range conditions
haying been the 'best in many
"
seasons. ''
,

EASTMAN

.

I
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Film

11

th

It

autographic

posesses
efficient postmaster, is one of the
and costs no more
features
most accomodating and courteous
men in the. federal 'service, and
Mail Orders Solicited
tne force in the office is prompt
and extrimelv pleasant with, the
J. R,
Eastman' Kodak Agency
public generally. This is parti;
Gallup, N. M.
cularly with Mrs. E wing, on the
parcels post window,' who is indeed amiable nd liss Adellyn
Mrs. F. S. Lawrence, wife, of
Miss Ineis Carter, of tfhe local
FILMS-- rEaatman Kodak films
Reed, the charming young lady Senator Lawrence,
has returned possesses autographic features. telephone office, and a very pop- '
on the (reneral delivery
window from Califbrniia' She isie0yer-iris- f
.
AlwaysJfresh at: J.- - R. .Willis ular ypan lady JviU go Pt her
who has a dmile for every
;
fffnt never illness? ;
Ittrj
home at Chavez in a day Or two.
Studio.,

Dry, Steam and Chemical
2

Til

I1U..J11CU

Counity treasurer. DavJct 0.'
Garcia, who was appointed 'by
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Thia is the story that comes' over the wires, today, another &)0 feet will tell tHe stolry.
Wilson-C- ,
of
the big stockholder of the Sil ver Cycle dompany, and incidently one' of tbte
Porterfield, one
men back of Qcean Oil,' i3 planning to.leave within the next 12'hours to meet J; A. Ds. .i Sinith and
to be on the grbuhd When Silver Cycle brings in her welt If you have, any faith in these men, if
you have any faith in the location of e.rrty;!OU,.wiint ' make 100 per cent i profit, this
looks like

?
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Silver Cycle drilling
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Wire from Wichita. Falls fjrdm !the company direct reads' as ' v
x follows; quote Silver
Cycle well on' jfcnC
casing today.
setting
'J
;
Will drill in as speedily as- poasibie.'
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the La t hat thev will be4flten serv
Ibis evUerit that
government is recognizing the ice on the border, can .enlist at
fact that peace and quietude the recruiting Station on CoW
l
Anaa nnt ttviat in nnrttiern Movlv avepue in this city."
"
a
been
Americans
change in
esidio on There has
and that
Mexican
sir
the border should have a measure policy Regarding the
men
for
for
call
vf piroteption from bandit raids.' tuation'and the
at Ltaat

--

,

Horuirf mAf is cialrinir Eorder servicV looksVas though
hiething doing
for 5x)0 recruits for )iorder serv here migh
and those
enus-ments.
jD the neaff future,
ice, a branches operator
Lk
service
that
now
for
niisr
,v Men
are urged to elist for VTUV
,
,
chance
of
taking
border service and those in this have a good
community who desirs.to gouiiito, part m acoye bbswiki
months have passed.
ine army, wiw uie unuersuuiq fore many
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subject to the payment by the
In the District Court
purchaser, in addition to pur
chase price, of all unpaid taxes on
No. 885
such property at the date of sale,
Mexico
New
McKinley County,
including income and excess pro
The
State
Bank,
The, Gallup
fits taxes and subject to the ad
nd
Mercantile
Company
Gallup
justment or settlement by the
ComCold
The Gallup
Storage
ourchaser. in addition to pur
Plaintiffs
chase price, of all claims and li
pany,
abilities for workman s compenu.
The Direct Line Coal Company sation, which may be unsatisfied
and all of
H. R. Conklin, John L. Case, at the date of sale,
of
Arthur A. Jones and Richard A. such obligations on the part
re
and
be
the purchaser shall
Jones.
main a lien upon said property.
Defendants
4. No bid will be accepted for
Notice is hereby given that
amount sufficient to
under, and by virtue of, an order less than an
the face
of the Court dated the 22nd day Dav and discharge, at
of May 1919, in tha above en- value thereof, all claims against
allowed
titled and numbered cause, which the Receiver, regularly
with
the
is a suit or action for the ap and approved, together
Keceiv
unDaid expenses of said
pointment of a Receiver of The
erahiouD to and including the
an
Coal
Direct Line
Company,
sale,
insolvent corporation, and for date and confirmation cf
the
pur
5. Full payment of
the administration of the propershall
said
of
nrice
chase
property
insolvent
said
of
ty and assets
in
corooration
by such receiver, be made by the purchaser
his
of
the undersigned Receiver will, cash upon the acceptance
that
on the fifteenth,
day of July bid: nrovided. however,
du
Nineteen Hundred and Nineteen, claims against the Receiver,
De
will
at the hour of 10 o'clock A. M ly allowed ar.d approved
as
value
at the front door of the Court accepted at their face
House at Gallup, McKinley cash, and upon such payment
Receiver will make, execute
County, New Mexico, sell sub- the
deliver to the purchaser, all
ject to approval and confirmation and
and conveyances neces
by the Court, at public vendue, deeds,'
best sary to vest in the purchaser such
and
to the highest
one title as the Receiver is authori
bidder, (for cash) in
a
zed to convey, such payment of
as
and
complete
parcel
active, going concern, all of the the Durchase price and delivery
property real personal and mix- of conveyances to be jnade sub;
ed of the Direct Line Coal Com- ject to final approval and , con

sit
n
a
aqrsna
herahv riven that the undersitmed,
w

3. Said property shall be sold

r,VJce of Receiver! Sale

Supplies for all
makes ot machines

Machines rented by
the week or month.

Singer Sewing Machine Co.
VERNON BALDWIN, Sales Mgr.
Opposite Court House.

Telephone 173
Gallup, N. M.

Come and see us
or let us call on you

Square Deal Market

Where Cleanliness and The Square
Deal Rule
CELEBRATED HOUMA OYSTERS, FRESH FISH,
FRESH and SALT MEAT.
ONLY FAT HEALTHY STOCK KILLED FOR
OUR TRADE, ASSURING TENDER MEAT.
Phone No. 85 For Prompt Delivery Of Meat.
.

Fred Meyer, Prop.

O. Gar
the
cia, Treasurer and Collector of taxes, --within and for
2nd.
the
County of McKinley, State of New, Mexico, upon
lav nf sntemher. 1919. at the hour of ten o'clock A. M.
"will apply to the District Court of the Second Judicial Dis
trict of the State of New Mexico, sitting witnin ana iu-th-e
County of McKinley, for a judgment against the land
real estate and personal property, as snown in ana oy wa
Attiuherl nosted list. UDon which taxes assessed within and
for said County are delinquent and unpaid in the sum i of
more than $25.00, and for an order of said court to sen
uh ianrls. real estate and nersonal property to satisfy
such judgment; and notice is hereby further given that
Collector ot taxes, wiinin
said Treasurer and
will offer
thirty days after rendition of such judgment,
Court
the
for sale at Public Auction at the front door of.
house of said McKinley County, separately and in consecwhich any taxes
utive order, each parcel of property upon
1
are delinquent and against which juagment nas oeen rendered, for the amount of taxes, interest, penalties and
costs due thereon, or so much of such property or parcel,
as may be necessary to realize the respective amounts aue.
D,

Ex-offic-io

m

Treasurer and

Ex-offic-

io

1

a

1

.

DAVID O. GARCIA,
Collector, McKinley County New

Mexico.

Jewelry, Cut Glass
Silverware

By, F. W. Meyers, Deputy.
Date of posting notice and list, June 12, 1919
june 14, 21, 28 july 5, 12.

High class ware and articles that
will fit every need in the gift
line. A beautiful stock of precious stones of every description.
WATCH REPAIRING a specialty. Watch inspectors for Santa
,

FeR.R.

liif

Edison Diamond

phonographs speak for
selves.

Disc

themWHAT A CHECK TELLS

drawn on the McKinley County Bank tells,
leadership, sound policies, financial integrity

A check

pany, an insolvent corporation, firmation of. the Court.
of
F. W.
6 The Receiver reserves the
more particularly described as
U
flillF'
and success.
from
the NWK of right to continue said sale
follows,
Our credit is extended to concerns ably and successSec. 22 T. 15 N. R, 19 W. N. M. hour to hour, or from day to day
fully managed, whose financial history is clean; and
the cutsomers of this bank are the leaders of the busP. M. and all coal with the right to as in his opinion may be expe
iness industries of the community.
to mine the same in and under dient or necessary.
said
Mexico,
New
-'
of
hereat
NEK
the
Dated
Gallup,
of
Fifteen years of Conseruative and Successful banking
the surface
her with all the buildings,
Edward Hart, who has been
'Sec. 22 said Township and Range May 23rd 191J.
and daugh
ditaments and appurtenances visitincr his
.
.
. Gregory-Page- ;
.
and a tract of land descrided as
thereunto-belongingW. . HanMrs.
CoL
A,
and.
ter.
'
Receiver
ar.d also for the purpose oi son, in Los Angeles, ia expected
Beginning at the quarter corner
on the East line of Sec. 21. Pi rat nublication Mav 31 1919
compelling said bank to discover home by the first of the week.
1919KI
line
12,
Section
North
July
Last publication
thence
along
to these plaintiffs whether or
ORGANIZED (904
i 1320
300
West
feet,
thence
feet,
not they hold collateral security
James Sneddon of Gallup Tin
thence South 1320 feet thence
fi.r naid ten thousand dollar loan
Cou-- t,
District
the
In
Hardware Co.. who has
and
the nlane of be
i?..f ono taatmentioned in said deed of trust
,
of
McKinley,
County
ben visiting relatives at Bowie,
ritinior. in said Township, and
resolu-- !
Witness our hands and seals
and if so, how much; and for any
Mexico.
New
of
State
i3exDected home by July 000.00) as shown by the
Col,
com
10th day of June, 1919.
in
the
this
shown
Ranire. containing ten (10) acres
other reliet as
its-- . Board
of r Directors
X? Mrr, Sneddon- - and children tion'of
andVv.
Ruiz
Alfred
Gregory Page
action.
thfc
of
cause
awjth
said change
'
morJrf less.
plaint filed in
H. Neumann
will spend the summer in Colo- hereafter set forth,
naThe name of the plaintms
buildings,tippies, structures,
been thought advisable nnmnrnte Seal!
having
'
rado.
of
is H. B, Jamisim and
tures, shops, powerhouses, stores
by said Board of Directors and, State of New Mexico. County
Can- - attorney
Bertha
mine
"Canavan,
office
Stephen
fixtures,
S5.
merchandise,
his postoffice address is AUuqrer-que- ,
McKinley
and
been
regularly
duly
having
Charles L. Toomey, Mary
On this 10th day of June, 1919
Are You Looking For The assented
New Mexico.
equipment, mine tracks, railroad avan,
to by the vote of
American
before me appeared Gregory
mine Ann Toomev. and the
Best Quality
trafka and
And said defendants are notified
in interest of all its stock
El
Paso
HOGS?
of
Page, President, and Hans NeuBank
DUROC JERSEY
unless they ente' their app
called
supplies, tools and machinery, Trust & Savings
that
a
duly
at
meeting
mann. Secretary, of the Gallup
holders,
accounts receivable, books of ac- Texas, a corporation.
earance in said cause on or before Let me supply your wants. by the Board of Directors for Mercantile Company, (No Stock
Defendants.
Will be
holders Liability; eacn to me
count, cash on hand, and all
All registered stock
July 15th, 1919. judgment
that purpose.
SUIT.
V
OF
of
NOTICE
assets
known, who being by .
and
cause
personally
in
asainst
said
other property
rendered
The registered effice of the me
Phone 232, J. H. Bosscher.
ana
sworn,
Bertha
Canavan,
severally
in
To
or
Stephen
kind
and
description
whatever
application
Mex.
them by default
is located in the town each for himself andauiy
N.
not one for
corporation
Rehobotq,
L.
Toomey, will be made to the court
the
the oosession of said Receiver by Canavan, Charles
of Gallup, McKinley County, the other, did say that Gregory
American
The
Ann
and
Toomey,
H.
Mary
his
STATE OF NEW MEXICO
m
the complaint.
appointment
demanded
virtue of
relief
New Mexico, and Mr. H. Neu Page is such president, and re& Savings Bank of El Paso,
w.
of
sucn
more
Trust
Charles
will
avis,
be
Commission
as
particular
office,
State Corporation
mann is designated the statutory Neumann, is said secretary,
above corporCounty lerk.
of
u shown bv an inventory and Texas, a corporation.
Mexico.
New
aeent
therein, in charge thereof spectively
' on tile at ' rem and eacn one oi are Here
mentioned m and which
ation
21.
June
3JL
account
May
of
the books
CERTIFICATE OF COMPAR and upon whom process against executed the forejpoing certin-cat- e
notified that Alfred Ruiz
the office of the receiver for the with
ISON
and the seal affixed to said
the corporation may be served.
W. Clancy have filed STATE OF . NEW MEXICO:
whereof said cor instmimont ia the fnrnorate seal
insDection ot prospective pur and Prank
America
In
witness
of
tes
States
St
United
the above entitled cause in the
and that said
chasers, from and after July 10,
poration has caused this certifi of said corporation
State Of New Mexico SS.
ana sealwas
district court of the second County of McKiniey: Ip thi Disinstrument
signed
1919.
its
president ed in behalf bf said corporation
is. herebv Certified, that cate to be signed by
It
for
the
and
in
;
district
trict Court: SS.
Notice 's further given that judicial
the annexed is a full, true and and secretary and its corporate by authority of its Board of DCounty of McKinley, state, oi
the' conditions of sale are;
seal to be hereto affixed this 10th irectors and with the assent ot at
s complete transcript of the
and that the pur
Plainiilf
Mexico,
New
Estes.
10,
Inand
Marguerite
1.
after
July
on
in interest of all
That
s
least
day of June.
Amendment to Certificate of
of said suit is to declare a
:'
VS.
on
pose
have
will
President
Receiver
1919 the
Gregory Page,
the Stockholders of said corporcorporation
certain deed, to the property Frederick Estes. Defendant
H. Neuman, Secretary
file, at his office in Gallup, New
Of
ation as their voluntary act and
described, made, by
after
herein
of
any
;
for
the
1154
inspection
Mexico
No.
(Corporate Seal)
deed and as the voluntary act
Gallup Mercantile Company
and Bertha
Canavan
o
Stephen
DIRECTORS
OF
RESOLUTION
and all nrospective purchasers
and deed of said corporation.
(No stockholder's Liability)
NOTICE OF SUl
Charles L. Toomey
from The Board of Directors of the
said nroDertv. a full and com Canavan to
Stock
And affiants further say that
Capital
Increasing
and Mary Ann Toomey of no
Mercantile Company (No the assent hereto appended is
Estes. tlie Deto
Frederick
To
Gallup
plete inventory thereof, together
$500,000.,
$100.0C0
as against a
fendant above named. (JRELTs
Stockholders Liability) a corpor- siflrned bv at least
with balance sheets and books effect or validity
Mo. 9931
in
..obtained by IMfi.
certain
judgement
2nd
on
the
Mexico,
of
thereon
New
stockholders
ation
the
of accou'nt'shoWirtghconditio'n
endorsements
of
all
witlvl.h
interest
and Alfred Ruiz
You are hereby notitiKl tnat
file and of day of June, 1919 do hereby re- of said corporation, either in perof said property as of July 1, Kate Canavan
action has been commenced as same appetrs on
on
June
an
W.
Clancy
Frank
that it is ad- son, or by their severally duly
1919. and that said sale when ai:d
by Marguerite Estes record in the office of the State solve and declare
the amount of $1500, against younamed
stock of constituted
the
the
Plaintiff
in
capital
made will be effective as of July 21, 1911, for
visable
that
above
(Wnnration Commission.
proxies or attorneys
and as against the
and
costs,
interest
to
for
receive
increased
and
to
Court
in
State
District
the
the
said corporation by
Whereof,
1, 1919
In
thereunto
purchaser
Tftstimonv
in
duly authorifact,
and for the further
tfie said
That
said
Dol
as
plaintiffs,
County:
Thousand
all
additional
the
of
Hundred
of
benefits
Five
the
zed in writing.
Corporation Commission
compelling The ooinn ia hvnilfjrht to Obtain 3 de
caus lars, and they" do hereby call a
has
Mexico
sets accruing subsequent to said purpose of
New
of
State
on
the
Gregory Paye, President.
from
you
Trust & Savings Bank, cree of divorce
be signed meeting of the stockholders to be
to
una
date and being bound by all ad American
certificate
H. Neumann, Secretary
abandonment
this
of
ed
to discover to said ground and
are hereby' notified hv it chairman and the seal of held at the company s ofhee in (Corporate Sea!)
ditional liabilities accruing sub a corporation,
nlaintiffs how much is due upon that if you fail to enter .your apon the 10th
Sworn to and subscribed besequent to said date.
said Commission, to be affixed Gallup, New Mexico,
a deed of trust from said Stephen pearance in said cause and plead
action
take
to
1919
on
this
Fe
of
June.
2 Each bidder, before or at
day.
fore me this 11th. day of June,
at the City of Santa
on or oetore xne ui
therein
de- Canavan and said Bertha Cana
must
resolution.
1919.
D.
above
of
A.
the
bidding,the time
1919.
upon
17th day of June.
1919, that judgement
certi- van to said bank upon the saia of August,
H.- Neuman n. Secretary.
Attest:
ne eniereu Hugh H. Williams, Ghairmar..
John J. Emmons. Notary.
will
posit with the Receiver a
default
as was pretended to be by
Seal)
fied check in the amount of Ten property
you and the Plaintiff Attest: A. L. Morrison, UerK
(Corporate
Seal)
against
(Notarial
in said deed; which will seek the reiier prayea iui i
Commission
We, the subscribers, being at
Thousand ($10,000.00) Dollars conveyed
commission expires July 17,
Corporation
State
My
DroDertv is described as tollows: her complaint.
in interest of 1920.
least
Seal
payable to the order of Gregory
trie
ot
and
address
nine
eleven
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west
The
name
The
of
Endorsed:
AMENDMENT. OF CERTIFI- all the stockholders of the
Page. Receiver, as evidence
is
Plaintiff
for
eleven
the
lot
of
feet
attorneys
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& E. A. CATE Of Incorporation of Gal- lup Mercantile Company, , (No
good faith, such sum
&
McFie
Edwards
twelve (12) and
Vol. 6. Pace 561
r.or
having
Ree'd
Stockholders
Liability)
(No
Mexico.
tained bv the Receiver as liquida- - (IIP. all of lot
New
Martin, Gallup.InonH
lup Mercantile Company
event the the east eight and nine tenths
in
and the seal Stockholders Liability)
U'ltnuio mtr
riamoraa
at a meeting regularly called for Gallup Mercantile Company (No
in favor of Stockholders Liamuty; increas
be
accepted (8.9) feet of lot thirteen (13) in of said Court at my office in Gal
bid should
The GALLUP MERCANTILE the nurnose. voted
ew
Stock from siw.uw
the
original
County,
block
Li- - inrreaitinor the caDital stock of ing Capital
thirty: (3P)of
lup, McKinley
ana the bidder should' thereaf
to $500,000.00. Filed in Office of
of June, COMPANY (No Stockholders
17th.
this
Mexico
as
day
town
of
trtwnaite.
Hundred
Gallup,
to Five
ter fail or refuse to carry out the
State Corporation uommission oi
nbility) a corporation ot New, said corporation
Alex mm
and
by
platted
do
Disnow,
surveyed
pur
effected,
Thousand
that
Dollars,
of
of
June n, vta,
New Mexico.
sale
W.:
thereby
certify
Clerk
doth
contract
Davis,
hereby
Mexico,
Charies
M. E.. and filed for record
Bowie.
M.
A.
10:30
bidder
stock
hereby
to
County
to
the
give
statute,
the
suant
St
its
McKinley
returned
capital
fhaneed
Court,
trict
and to be
has
recorder's office New Mex.
in the
to said in A; L. Morrison, Clerk.
in event his bid should not be
increasing the same to Five ouc written assent
by
on
21
Compared J JO. to MH.
of
Bernalillo,
,
1st
of
writ-the County
pub june
Thousand Dollars ($500- crease.
Hundred
accepted, all bids to be in
12.
the 3rd day of July, 1891, toget last pub July
", ingand signed by the bidder.
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CHAPTER XXIIMBfHUniiL
lUrdln had it out
Her hand met his, bat not bar ya. woman "who could waah." Th two dtamaot, Mvr a man left th ,can:f Ud no
quarry between Lot Angelas, anlTuc-on requisitioned for thlr
If h did not go quickly aoncthlcg women war on their way 10 tnairiw ua qwrDwg.wno ma not ioox io-- i who bubmsx aown in
That yally ulht futflll Estrada'
.Th'veU of fear.wuitorn from her
would happen; ha would se her cry tents from the mess breakfast Kenora ward that span crawling across the
A shadow fen on th Din desk. Ing. The angels that guard blunjrsra llaldonado wu leaving MacLaan's trsachawua
naaaur s that ItWoo and hla labor; mltht yield th
yea. Tli trembling woman wu gope,
traai;ii
vengeful wildcat la her plac. "Left Ling , la Ms ticking shift and whit got Rlckard out of th tnt- - wt'out tent with a large bundl
of used widnd
Would, th
gat harrest of happy homes; but hla waa
mo, Maidonado?
tana? Th Hardin men halloed for not thsra, He had been the sacrifice.
Lft hla home, I butcher apron, waited fo th Tbou"n a auapldon of threatening team, Che clothes under her arm.
'
where he trap the Indian with one to look up. He stood wiping th per-coi- threw off her neglige and Cm pal
"She washes for th men." I'm go- th gat, but looked each morning to
In hla pocket?- - No, senor. Helsplratldn from hla head,' halrle
ex-- blue allp ;: the , tears, must wait for
to ask her to do my khakis for me. see If It were atiU there. Th ReclamaCHAPTf R XXVII.
ing
d
bronght hr to our bom, than: Lap, oept for. th long
queue. that Than aha' flung herself on her Perhaps this woman would be willing tion Carrie man and th engineer of
th w)te of Felipe, th Degulno. I
th
railroad were openly akeptlcal ;
"WU, Ling?"
bed and shook It with th grlf of to do all our laundryr
Th Walk Ham.
told him not to fool with Felipe;' the
"J go tamale." Hla toIc wu soft wounded yanlty,,
Oerty had btten wondering what ah Sisyphus outdone at hla own' garnet
Claudia lfarahall sat at th head of
no
atlk.
h
Indian waa dangerous;
M
bad
hot
stay."
the
chief
had
tones.
That
a
to
Hal.
which
The speech
would aay
'
,1
evening
"tttely tabl In th Palmyra, mute
blood, Maidonado struck me h
It waa a thunderclap. Thar waa tor. The wife oft Maidonado, soma of
w
wasjH ivuH aaa vaavu wijfuva
as a statue but for th burning eye
kicked me h aald I waa iealoua
no one to raflac Line, who waa the fear, pressed .out of
'
ayes,
Hardin, hlmeelf, was repreued, an which followed her Tod. To Innes,
and hit. m. again.
I eager live wire.
drawing down th aalary of a prlyat brought In his laundered Umkia,
His day he spent on her guest it wu a
presence, of
"Maidonado told' m to get a big aftcretary.
Lose IJngT It would be aocka, darned, and matched; all the
the river; his nights, long hour of brooding solicitude. tragic
meal. I told him that It waa for Fe mora demorallilng to th camp; than missing buttons replaced. .
va ou usck, waicning 'Late- hours; excitement
mem, open-eremight
lipe. When I aald I would, not cook to loa an engineer.
haren't worn a matched aock,"
th
dome
I
th life aha so passionately
I
for that treachery b coned me, he
"Money all lite. Bosses all llta. No he told her. "for months. Thafa great
of desert sky. His was the suspense abridge but.. she would not
demand
policed;
kicked me again." She 'threw off th like woman. Woman she stsy, Ling I lenora."
of the man on trial; this was his the sacrifice of his
cigar.
reboso, dragging ber drees loose. go."
He wanted to get to bed, but ah Un
trial; Gerty, Rlckard, the valley, hia ' Marahall'a
dgar followed the coffee.
"Don't," frowned Rlckard. He had
"Mrs. Hardin I" Rlckard woke up. gered. She wanted to talk to htm
and Jury. Th gat grew to be
Judge
Tony, the white-cappe- d
Italian cook oi
seen a welt across ber shoulder s,
"She all time makes trouble. She about her trouble; b had cautioned
of
a symbol with him
restored honor, the
was
the cups.
Palmyra,
removing
woman
think
Telle
Sha
screaming un ox pain.
fine
her against talking about them la
chuy.
an obsMslon of desire. It must be all Innes waa
carrying her double Inter,
She wound the reboso around the cook. She show Ling cooke plunea. camp, so she overflowed to ' him
I
right
eat listening to Tod Marshall's broad
dishonored shoulder. "I cooked his Teaches Ling cookee planes I I no whenever she found a chance about
:
Rlckard wu all over the place. sweep, getting a new viewpoint
ha
dinner I There waa a lot of liquor Istay that woman." Unutterable final- - Maidonado, the children, Lupa. It
"Watching every piece of rock that's minimised the local, scheme feeling
Felipe wu drank; the tequila made ity in the leathern face. Rlckard and wu getting wearying, but b could
In
the
river,"
dumped
complained that silent presence at the head of the
nun maa, quite mad. He seemed to MacLean,
Jr., exchanged glancea not abov th poor thing out
Wooster. "Believe he marks them at table.
know something was wrong; he foufht which deepened from concern into
Senora Maidonado gave a Sharp in
nightt"
aa Maidonado dragged him to th cell, perplexity.
Then something drove Claudia from
They could not afford to take of breath, an aborted scream.
They were preparing for the final her mind. What Mr. Marshall had said
in aenor remembere tne ceil? me I lose Ling. And offend Mrs. Hardin, Rlckard, too, uw a man'a
outflgur
rush. In a week or two, the work awept a disturbing calcium on Tom.
oexi nay maiaonaao sent lor two ru- - the camo already Hardlnesanef
side th screen door. The Mexican
would be continuous, night shifts to What if,
rale. They started the next day for Rlckard grew placating. He spent woman pressed a frightened
truly, the river fiasco could
band to
g
com- be traced to that overzealous
begin ' when the
hand? To
Ensenada, taking Felipe; that day s half hour wheedling. They met at her heart Of course tt wu the
susrang.
menced.
Large lamps were being
Maidonado brought Lupe home.
I th
Tom, this undertaking blotted out the
"Ling go female." I ful Maidonado he would kill her
place.
starting
said she could not stay and he
pended across the channel, acetylene rest of related big endeavor; but that
"If I am Intruding," It waa tha
"Oh, Lord,n groaned the manager,
who candelpower was that of an arc was not the way her host wu looking
laughed In my face, aenor. He put capitulating. "All right Ling."
voice of Hardin.
me outside the walla. . I beat that
light Soon there would be no night at It He was too courteous to give
"Come right in," welcomed Rlckard.
With, the dignity of an oriental
the break. When the time for the her discomfort; he bad not said It diat
gate until my fingers bled., I remem
Ling pattered out of the tent "Get along, senora." The Maidonado
bered the kind fsce of the senor, and prince.
quick coup would come, the dam must rectly. But always it met her, rose up
Rlckard waa puckering his lips at his slipped out Into the night her
be closed without break or allp. One to smite her, wherever she waa. Wu
then I came here. Ton will help me,
secretary. Td rather take castor a till against her heart
mat wu down, dropped on the floor It not egotism, personal pride, that waa
senor 7"
.
oil."
Hardin, a roll of maps under his
had already swallowed two such making ber cover her eyes, like any
that
Rlckard shook hla head. 1 ahall
A half hour later, MacLean saw his arm, entered with a
rough an ear on
have to look Into this thing. If this chief leave
mouthfula; covered with simple ostrich? Her brother assume
gigantic
He
In
tent
fresh
wu
hla
face.
A
hla.
dramatic scene, that, he
down to th slippery bot- him anybody elm's brother I
Is true it's prison for your husband.
Wstohed Rlokard.
rock;
pinned
The
Angry
lys
llnena.
I
had Interrupted And Rlckard, who
tom with piles. Another mat waa dredge fiasco the wild night at the
xou won't have to fear Lupe."
"I wouldn't swap place with him did not Ilk to have women In camp. needed only an introduction was
ready to drop; rock waa waiting to be levee no Isolated accidents those.
"When he gets out he will kill me, this minute I Shell be aa mad
a yvnite women i
stirred Into the open.
over It; the deepest place In Hardin's luck I
aenor.
poured
wet heal"
"Ton must not" hr vole trembled the channel waa reduced from fifteen
nicKara, suu weepy, asaea nun to
A flush of miserable sham cam to
The terror waa seizing her again.
Mrs. Hardin, from her bed by her sit down.
with anger, "you must not ask that to seven feet Each day the overpour, her. Haw
Before she could begin her pleading! screen window, saw him coming. She
they had all been trying to
wanted to speak to you about woman. Bne is not to b spoken to."
s
anxiously measured, increased, A third spare her Eduardo, these kindly
be called to MacLean.
slipped Into a seminegllgee of alter- those .concrete aprons. They tell me
The girl asked ber bluntly what she steam shovel had been
the railI
added;
MacLean
was
She
to
nate
find
a
rows
turning
Swiss
constructof
for
and
Senora
tent
lac
j"Ask Ling
v .
you've given an order not to have meant
road sent in several work trains
Impulsively, to ask Tod Marshall If he
Maidonado. Tell him to give her a ed for such possible emergencies. She them."
Ton must not give her your wash equipped for service; attracted byfully
the thought could he think It probablt
did not make the mistake of smooth
good meal."
Rlckard resigned himself to a long ingmust not speak to her.
not excitement the hoboes were commenc
that they would fall, when a step that'
ing her hair: ber Instinct told her argument It wu three o'clock when mentioned It before. I I hoped It
'i He must trap the rogue.
That
sent the blood to her face took the
ing to come in.
the Hardin let him turn to.
would not be necessaryi .Tom told me
Tha that tha fluffy .dlrder bor
place must be closed.
It was a battle of big numbers, a car's stairs at two leaps. Now, Inwoman had come in the nick of time. use 0. he negligee:1,,' She waa tew
When he wu getting ready for bed not to speak of It"
duel of great force where time was deed, the dinner was spoiled.
Those tribes were to be guarded aa ing In her ramada when Rkkard's! he remembered
the melodramatic
"Tom told you not to apeak of It? the
umpire. Any minute hot weather
"That's Rlckard. I forgot to tell yon
knock sounded on the screen, door.
scene Hardin had entered upon. He Not to speak of whatr
eaa,$Marn,, , .,.,
fall on "those snowy peaka np that I asked him to dinner. He couldn't
'
might
we stared comprehending!? at the screen
his
she
started
protests
Despite
"You
have
must
observed
RickMr.
5''
yonder, and the released waters, rush- get away. He aald he'd run in for cof
lter boiling In her chafing .dish. He' door-aee- lng
; ;!j'cHAPTiii xxiV.-- '
with .understanding BasOandr
ing down, would tear but th defense fee. Hello, Rlckard. Thought' you'd
Oaa not time for tea, he declared, but I din's coars
sneer the Maidonado.
Th glri'a ear did hot catch the aa
a wave breaka over a child's fort
I
:
she
Insisted
on
a
call
of
this
making
Hiexara Makes1 a New Enemy and a
breathing fast, her hand over her abort panse. "Observed Mr. Blckardr made of sand. This waa a race, and forgotten us I"
She hadn't thought of that contin;
I
social nature. She opened a "bo of heart "Of course he'll th!nk--co- od
New Friend.'
"":t"!
"The c oolness between us. I acarce-- all knew
tt A regular train dispatch
She found herself shaking
Theromlng'of the Indians gave the augar wafers, her seal that1 of a child lord, these people will make m Into ly speak to him. I don't
wish to speak system waa la force thst the lnruahlng gency!
bands with' him. Could he not hear bet
"
with
a
.waa.
an
toy
the
(She
I
woman!
car
k'tchen;
work
bad
don't
lacked. 'Under
playing
what
him."
qld
th
to
Impetus
cars'
burden
of rock mind, ticking away at the Malddnadc
might drop their
'' '
whole caboodle 6f them think 1"
Jeoks of the railroad (Company large doll'e house.
When bad an thle happened Inhes and
gravel, and.be off after more. The episode?
force waa put on, the river.; these, .the
Rlckard made several openings' Yor
Five minutes After blowing out his demanded of herself ? Had ahe been I
,
Dragon was being 'fed rude meals. Its
Of course he would Insist on seeing
weaver of the .brush mattresses, thst his errand, 'but her wits spetl like candle he waa .deeply sleeping.
asleep,, throwing pity from outdated appetite whetted by the glut of 'flour- - her
to her tent Punctilious, alwrya
were to"ine the riyar .beol. On the a gopher from hl. labored .digging.
dreams?
Ing rock.
Well, she Just wouldn't Perhaps sht
banks were the brush gutters r tons of She met .his mood with womanly digCHAPTER XXV. j
...
"I wjn't' countenance a common af
Tod Marshall came down from Tucwillows were to be. cut to. weave into nity; she tutored her coquetries, withslip out some way. She would
fair life that" Heneyes. sparkling son In his car. The coming of the could
held her archness.
iM::t
8mudae.'
with inger, suggested Jealous wrath Palmyra and Claudia rippled the so- watch ber chance.
"Can t talk
He found he would have to. .discard
for a while?" asked
From., her teiit; where sha was writ to Innbs, who had ber first hint of the
'
cial waters' at the front for days Rlckardi';''.' shop
diplomacy, blurt out his message j use ing a Jetbgr "that lagged; aoniebow, In-n- story ;' She had learned never to take ahead,
Gerty Hardin, too proud, to
Hardrh had seen Rlckard go to the tce value
withdrew' to a cushioned winbludgeons for this scampering dgility.
other sister's verbal tell her astonished family ttfat she dowThey
seat .Innes had found her chance-Sh"My mission Is a Uttkt 'awkward, her s8ei;'s .tent, . She did cut need to coin flit was only, a symbol of value ;
to
mess
the'
wanted
shook
desert
tent,
Mrs. Hardin, I hope you will take it analyfee 'the sickness of ,'alght that it stcod for
asked to be shown over the car
something else.
herself from her Injury, and "did up" Innes confided her
all .right, that you .will, not be of- watched the. dancing
plan.'' She wanted
acknowlThi
yellow eyes were on the dredge all her
gowns,, .Mrs. Marshall
fended."' '' ''T:',"'rfi:edge Its Intention.
It meiint wretch- - bucket as It swung across the channel, waa notlingerie to
even
going
patronize her,
"Offendedl"- Her 'i'fttct(
showed edness, for Tom; "At''H time when he but
iey did not register. She was If her. husband .had snubbed Took It
most! aMeded gentleness and sympathy
she
know
was hot ironing in her tent the doors
angry outraged;
did, not
I'Ks, about, Ling. He's a .queer fel- - rasped aa he was by his humiliations with vhpm. With Gerty for
telling her, closed. Everything carried A; sting
.lOwj fhey ir;kre,;y6u kpow.''' He and disappointments
how. could any with
xickard, with life that lets such those lndqor hours.--. She was aflame'
was oiunaenng uae a scnooiboy un- woman' he so cruel? As for Rlckard,
be. She Jumped up. "Oh. stop with hot vanity. Twice.- she had
thing
'
:
der the 'grbw&n 'Shadow in 'iaertgr'a he was beneath' contempt If It were itl",
rushed out of-- the tent fol- jSbe
encouraged Rlckard; twice; he
blue,, eyes, , ;"They, resent authqrlty
true, Qerty's story.told in shrugs and lowed by a strange bitter smile that openly
had flouted her. That was bis kind!
that lst from, women.. He ' Is a tyrant, dashes. She had jilted him for Tom;
"' ':'
age to the face of Gerty Har-- Men .who prefer .Mexlcansr-- r I She
and this his revenge T 'She had not brouglt
Llng'W."
,i; din.
would never forirlv'e him. never i'
"Teif" Ah, she Wuld not help hta. known 'that she had such feeling as
In h-- r own tent tones found excuse
she followed diVfat 7ifane1 'tn thl
the: thought roused (n j.er, jt pr0yed for he,- - lack of
. i
Let him flounder I
She did volve Tom's responsibility; There-wabfood
what
the
tie
this
tigerish! not like tha color of scandal; she
is,
'Be wants .to be, let. alone; he
cabal against the wife of Hardin,
doesn't appreciate your kind help, passion sweeping through her, as her hated ' imudge.
Gerty bad said the Working like a servant! she called it
Mrs.' Hardin."
eyes watched that cloa td tent It waa whole camp knew,
it; knew why the necessity. Everything, every one niin- "Oh I" Her eyes were hot with for loie for Tom, pity for Tom. Sex Mexican woman was in
camp! She Uhed her for that 'one act of folly,
y,
honojv-whtears angry tears, 8he could- - not
Gerty did not know the did not trust Gerty in anything else; Life
had caught her. She saw no way.
speak, or would not, She. sat. In ber meaning of the Words f
why should she trust her In that? She as she Ironed her mull ruffles, no way
How
would
be
before
Tom
nor
It
long
apouea aoirs nouse, air
would forget Gerty's gossip.
pleasure
out of ber cage. Her spirit beat wild
In her' toy dishes, 'her 'pretty finery, would see what every qua 'else was
But the remembered It vividly that wins aaalnst her' bars. If she could
ruined. He could not care if he could seeing? What would he do when he week as ah washed her own khakis ; I see
a way but I Nothing to do but to
humiliate her so. f ft wm the most knew? Hating Ricke d already, bitter as she Dent over the Ironing board In
with Tom!
stay
wor
ner
me. wot eveni" " wvivm moment
a
too, that at the mess
Maddening,
when Rlckard bad left her, with his
She wu not so biased M he. She
"
caughtRlckard'seyu turning
kisses still warm on her Hps, had she could see why Marshall had had to re--mne. H.rdin. m..
sr:
resting
ieu eo uuinigea. ne was weaung ner organlie. Estrada had shown her; r",n7.
wmm
1UVI Ba
NwiHaV
av
herself; did not mem to notice
girl
as though she were a servant dis- and MacLean. Her aense of justice thought
of It And It was in ber mind
.r.,
"You Will Help Me, Senorf
charging her because' she was the had done the rest Rlckard had proved
Tharwu
i!S?f?SL5
wife of
Her eyes grew black his efficiency; the levee, the camp, the
' r; vT::
the forty miles of woven wtr feeble with Hardin,
to the Heading! That the reason
she hated them .both; be- military discipline all ahowed the gen
anger;
of har anger when ah had hinted of
waiting for the cross strands. Day tween them, their Jealousy, their rl-- eral. ' Whether he were anything of to ber.
th Maidonado. She learned to hate
by day the piles of willow, branches
"Thought You'd Forgottan Ua."
had they made 6f her life? ad engineer, time would tell that. It
Innea. Bitterly ahe hated Rlckard.
grew higher, the brush cutters work valry,what
She remembered the woman she bad waa a long call be wu making I Sup-CHAPTER XXVI.
to allp out "She would not Interrupt
ing ahead of the mattress workers In seen in his
"Tom," she aald one day. He their
ramadai, She had heard I pose Tom were to come back? She
evening; Mr. Marshall had busithejstresm. In th dense, undergrowth that the. Mexican
with
awlft
turned
a
thrill of expecta- ness to
was in camp, em- must watch for him make some ex- Tim th Umplr.
discuss " .
the stolid Indians, Plmaq and Maricoployed by Rlckard. Her thoughts were cuse to pull him In If he should come
was
river
Its yellow wa tion, for her voice sounded kind; like
low;
Mrs.
Marshall
pa s and Papagoes, struggled with' the like
would not hear of It
I
the
of old. "I have always She
back before that other went
Hate- - ters bore the look of oriental
.
swarming hornets. v
duplicity. heardGerty
said that Mr. Marshall wonM
fierce thorn of the mesqult and the
I
Mr.
that
Marshall
hu
A prisoner Bach day wu now ahowing ita prog
terribly never
"He's an ungrateful ,beut Mrs. IfuL such eavesdropping
forgive her if she let Miss Haroverpowering smelt of the arrow
to that man's gallivanting!
ress. Th two ends of the trestle were strict Ideal. I think he ought to hear din go home alone. Her
weed. Aa tough as the hickory bandies Hardin, I told him, I would not let
opposition
la
of
demor
It
Woman.
that
an
not
Mexican;
Instant
she
did
For
kindness
wast
one'
Instant
stream
recognize creeping across tha
from their
was softly Implacable.
your
they wielded, the fought a' clearing you
in
Ilka
a
"
r
the
outside
this,"
camp
alising
figure
t,.'
,
Gerty's tent Her brush aprons. A few weeks of work,
Innes went back to the sitting room
In the Intense longer"
through dense thickets
'
"I tell Marshall anything against his of the car
Qh, sha understood , A bitter, pleas fears aaw Tom. She reached the at the present rate, and th gap would
tropic beat.
angrily coerced. Rlckard-waure to see, him so ,confosed. Rlckard, screen, door In time to see Rlckard lift b closed, Hardin's big gate in it ; th pet clerk?" ' The Hardin Up ahot out
Down stream the Brobdlngnagian
still closeted, conversationally,
his
a
to
I before
out
throw
me
hat
"He'd
of
of
rufdisappearing
the
company."
whose superior' appraisement
flurry
arm of tbe dredge Wl 'into the mud of I
with his superior. '.
ready; tha trap act for the
!
Tbe pretty scene was spoiled.. To
tiropplhgi its slimy burden she had aH often wlltedl ' ' She would fles. Angry' eyes watched Rlckard's Colorado. The tensity of a lut spurt
At last desperately, she rose to go.
the
bis dismay, she burst: Into a storm of Of course, he must Insist
on ' the far bank, j Down th long not help him pat neer.tl,Sfa,iroM step swing, hlin away,
wu In the air. ' ..!,:'.;..?
;j
upon going
From the levee that, day, she had a
ner me lay with her. Of course!
It wu inspiring activity, this pitting ears, rears ox qeu-pii,!,atretcb;.f Jeveei tha. :?;skpra drove when i he paused,, pa thanked her for
On
woman
Mexican
of
the
her of man's cumulative skill against an in tatters1 at her1 feet the pretty fabric
"I waa going back early, anyway,
,,thelx,imulea,;and, scrapers; two' pile meeting him half way1,' and hef smile glimpse
khSea' by-- : the" river, rubbing .clothes elemental fore
.
N .Caucasian mind rent, torn between the rude handling rm to be up at dawn tomorrow."
;w:un
l ,,dnlTer
weya .setting', in the' Treacher- - wu Inscrutable.
a smooth stone. A pile of which did not tingle, feel the privi of those, two men. She could. not have
,
ifa'ffii Weft' were to "So Tm dlscbargadW v . -' against,
The good-by- a
were aald. She found
g
socks lay on the bank. In- - leged thrill of It To the atolld native reasoned out her injury, made it con,'
nuciiolr the '
fiiattresseiif to
Toa can't be discharged Jf, you've I
herself walking rebelllously by bis
watched
nea
and
can'
stood
never been employed,
her.
'.fnw'flver
It was a
toil wu hli mtl- - vincing; built but of dreams as it was, side. "No, thank
you? 'Thank
this day of well-pai- d
you!" to tha offer of
"I niuat remember to speak f her lennium,, the , fulfillment of the heartless,! schenllng dreams. Because his arm.."
(active aceivail' Rlckardv-lht offic. you once again, an tor1 your; tea," It
;.;
W
,
she
a
"Sb;prob-ustenot
determined,
.
she
and
could
spoken,
It.
telegramfcioiMsc-l.eanwas
Hla
tell
so
had
letters
her
was.delioi6us.',l!Wiab Ling. woplo; give
sobbing
Getty'
gods
dictating
prophecy.
(Tp Bp CONTINUED.)
'
like that"
.My, does 'not know,, that there
a Fnnd for his stomach. Rate fbrihia the more violent' her complalnta in'co- Jr,t tfel t bU flrst, 'satisfaction.
'''
lt
Boorish, air of it, ind blundengl WMherwpmain in camtk";
According te the 'statistician of a
toahpWjjtije
Things wrrelbfiglnplp
stupefacticn ; tne wnite man'a i money nereni. i.oni gainerea :enougn irag-lal- d
wta'u' wllaW'Wfr'ish,M
of months of planning Cars were Why wouldn't be go? When;ih had
In a brown' hand each. Sunday (nients Jttrt plecei
story, New Xork trust company, there ar lfi.
membered to apeak of the Mexican morning wu what tbe great gods for-- 1 "Ashamed cf him. He had dragged 1 126 millionaires In the United Stats.
rutins in from north and east; every hurt her sot had hart her sol
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doesn't think
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MILITARISTS.

Sllenct la mora eloquent than words.
-- Carlyle.

Wasters Nawtpaper Union Nawa atrvlae.

ini

Berlin, June 25. "That's not aU;
there will be more surprises soon."
This waa the plain comment made by
one of the few Berlin political leadara
not In attendance on the national assembly at Weimar the moment be
heard of th attempted destruction of
the German fleet in Scapa flow.
One gained the Impression he' place
credence in the rumors the old militarists of Prussia are preparing to defy
both the German government and th
allies after peace is signed. Hlnden-bur-
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Weimar. Before the national
sembly voted to sign the peace terms
unconditionally, fiery appeals In opposition were made by the Democrats
and Conservatives, but they apparently had little effect When the vote
was' called all but a few members
arose to signify their ; affirmation of
the government's decision to sign.
Many wild rumors of .what would
happen when It became known the
assembly had voted almost unanimously to accept be terms gained currency.
One that appeared to get moat support
was that all the officers of the German army would resign if the government did not refuse to surrender German leaders, especially Field Marshal
von HIndenburg. and General Luden-dorf- f,
and defy the allies to seize the
former emperor.
cirIn military and
cles a strong Insistence has developed
that the former emperor is Innocent
and that under no circumstances must
he be placed on trial except In a neuas-

end cU.

gaCaSl

e

V

Mfl

AaHaaTcUtla

sent a protest to Weimar against accepting the present terms, might be
considered as a possible leader of
Prussia if that state declares its Independence of the rest of Germany. ,,.
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A Preoleien.
object to the term.

Ton

Bumf"
"I da

Demon

Demons are not supposed to
hare any real natural existence. But
there la nothing mythological about
hard liquor."

MIGHT GET IT RIQHT

SOON

Youthful Sunday Sohool Teacher by
No Mean Dleooneerted by Flrat
Rather Wild autement

She la fifteen and teaches a Sunday
clan of ten little girls. That
they might t "learn,- - to keep and, do
them," ahe bade them commit the
tWelv commandments. The day foe
the utterance of the "twelve" statutes
arrived.
The Uttle girl on the end seat was
called on flrat Glibly ahe repeated the
ten. There was a pauae. She waa
waiting , for the approval of bar
teacher.
"Give the other two," firmly commanded the teacher. "My mother
aid there were only ten, and that
waa more than anyone could keep, and
ah knows," retorted the assured little end-segirl.
Honchalantly the teacher began
turning the page of Revelation. She
waa working to Deuteronomy.
"Certainly there are but ten commandments. How stupid. I. was thinking of Proverb. Ton know, my dears,
there are twelve of those."
achool

WHY SO MOODY?
feel "blue," cross and narrow aO
time la not natural for anyone.
Often it ii due manly to fault? kidney
action. Homework and the many fusil caret wear the nerves and so weaken
the kidneys. Then comes that tired,

To

the

backache, headache, disabuse end kidney irregularities, and sharp, shooting
try uoani Ataney nttf. xney
Kins, brought
health and happiness to
thousands of women.

A New Mexico Cut

lira. O.C. Wetter,
Fourth.
t,
M.
Met,
says: "Three or
yeaxa ate m;
fiava WAPA
i awn
SKm ana
in awru w
Ml B.
Roewell,

Bass In my
Hoar MiMMLBla and
run down I MM My
back nun ever? am
I tried to more. Ob
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jects appeared
ironi oi
merooer oi

we uumiy wo
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felt like a different womaa.'r
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Sot carry this tent writ department W.
AWNING CO.
SCBAErER TENT
DENVE8, COLO.

The Tractor Service Co.
18th

& WuooSts Denver,

Colo.

-

Trucks
Repair
and all Machinery, either in our ehop or
tour field. Writ or call on ua and tell
s your trouble. WE HAVE REPAIR
PARTS AND REBUILT TRACTORS.

Tractor.

Automobilsa,-

raw south wales
BUREAU
INFORMATION

hMr alset, Iff Biwswif. New York Car
iA ke sImms to m4 eereraiHatBalleela
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Jut to.
across the

street looks
"Tha fellow
like a wooden Image." "Maybe that I
why he Is lumbering along."
The Farther the Better.
"I bar bar son .fugitive verse,"
,ald tht poet "All right, let It fly,"
said th adltor, wearily.

11

inlamed by ene.
tl11YTsure tetaa.M
and Vfl

rsUsrdbyErk
Holmardn
Km CeeoMrt. id

TeorDiisnliMW by

rot mm

M

;MNrlM Ey

mafl

die perBotNk,

n ass) nea writ
Can Cfcloas

The Officers' Association, it ,'S added, has asked the Dutch government
not to deliver the former Germ n emperor to the allies. In a telegntm, of
wc
ficers of the association saiu:
ti
the kaiser with our tidies,
but we rely upon the generosity I-- the
Dutch people!"

i
Texas Ratifies 8uffraoe,
Austin, Texas. The House of the
Texas Legislature, by a vote of 96 to
21, adopted the resolution ratifying the
.. Pardonable Curloelty.
woman suffrage amendment to tre ieu-erdrink
"Gab Sogback got hold of
constitution. Senator Westbrook,
llcker tuther eve- Senate leader, jsays. fifteen of thirty
or two of bone-dr-y
ning and went home nd throwed him- senators afrd the prfesfdept of tre Sen-at- e
self on the bad, face down," related a
are pledged to support the resolucitizen of Sandy Hush, Ark. "As toon tion.
as he was aaleep his wife took and tied

t

him

Auto Tent
and Beds

' VI
:

:

tral court,
In some quarters the threat of the
officers to resign was taken most seriously on the ground that such action
might pave the way for a Spartacan
and Communist uprising throughout
the country.
London. News of the German government's agreement to sign fie peace
terms resulted in patriotic denonstra-tlon- s
throughout Germany.
In Berlin, Munich and otter large
cities, the dispatch says, processions
formed and marched along tie principal streets, the participants singing
war songs and cheering the .enerals
of the old empire.

fast

by

fa

ifour corners, spread

'

Winnipeg 8trlke la Offj
Winnipeg, Man. The general sympathetic strike which has been $n progress since May 15 ha been called off.
Strikers have been tbld to return to
at
work. This was the decision
by the general strike committee after
several hour's. The
whipped him b'eus h loved him. 1 a session lasting
reckon that was aU right, but Tm decision of the strike committee which
sorter curious to know what ah! ends a struggle, followed a conference
to him If she'd ptn lhated of delegates of the strike committee
him." Kaneas City Sur.
with Premier Norrls and members of
j
the provincial government.
, Matter of Juriedlotlon.
At the master painters and decorafr
U. 8. Casualties Reach 240,016.
or banquet th other evening on oi
Total casualties of the
:
Washington.
the guests said to a companion
"I notice a couple of doctors la tin American expeditionary force reported to date was announced by the War
gathering."
Tea, I ww them, too," th otha Department at 289,016, Including :
replied.
Killed in action (including 881 lost at
"How do yon account for their pre
sea), 88,764. Died of wound, 13,570.
nee
Died of disease, 28,396. Died (from acth
answered;
palntar
Jokingly
cidents and other causes, 4,942. Total
strict
to
be
vary
"Oh, w are obliged
deaths, 75,662. Wounded in action,
on account of th anion."
includ"How does that affect th doctorsr 210,984. Missing in action (not
or
returned),
released
muat
have
a
doctor
prisoners
ing
workuj
"Svery
card, you know, so bo wttl b able ti
paint with Iodine." Xoungstowa Tel

' and beat
out like a capital letter
and mauled him with a wagon spoka
til ahe mighty nigh smashed him flat
A ipassel of ua fellers going by heard
the hooraw, and, lowing a varmint
wa killing somebody,' went In, and
sorter persuaded lflssus Sogback ta
torn Oabe loose. She said she bad

ar-ive-

hrr

':

gram.

Kotnemted.'
"If women gain polltioal eontrol '
Tea, go on."
Do you think they would allow th
government to persist In collectini
taxea on 1c cream sodar
i

When the pantry Is left uniocked th
mall boy gets bis
Preachers ought to got a good ta'

atyi It Is anarch

8heot 8lf.
Berthoud, Colo. Albert Burson, 27
years' old, a veteran from the battlefields of France, who was discharged
from service at Fort Logan last week,
shot and killed himself Instantly, following an unsuccessful attempt to hold
up the Bank of Berthoud and a pistol
duel with posses from Berthoud, Love-lan- d
and surrounding points. The posses cornered the bandit in the mountains seven miles due west of Berthoud
after a pistol and rifle duel which
,.
4
lasted a half hour.
8oldler-Bsnd-

lt
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THIS

HEAD

WORTH

three time but failed. "Berry,
$10,000 Lee
after ceasing to be an executioner, set

London Doctor
Eager to Examine
Brain of Man Known as
Human Encyclopedia.
Of conre yon hao heard of Data,
the human encyclopedia the man
who can memorise and reel off dates
quicker than th fire of a machine
gun; the man on wbose head the doctors have placed a price of 2,000?
"But I urn not anxious to sell it yet
for dissection," Dates told a writer
th other day.
for London
"It Is wor h more to me than 2,000."
Data t
lately been devouring
war facts and had Just added a couple
of tbousarl in two and a half hours
to his repertoire when we met
"For an outlay of twopence," he
said, "I bi ught a Uttle book on a
bookstall, c died Two Thousand Facta
About the Vrar.' I bought It and read
the list thnugh in two and a half
hours and fien knew It by heart"
There is mo doubt about it I tested Dates with the book in- - my band,
and no matter what question I asked
him dates oi battles, air raids, names
of ships sunk, famous general' career he anrvered them without best
tatton, says Vt writer.
Dates has had many amusing and
curious experience, but the most extraordinary wai th friendly dinner he
bared with Jcbn Lee, the Babbacombe
murderer, and the late James Barry,
the executioner who tried to Hang
iHSSSS
Tlt-Bl- ts

u

U

mm.

MUMCINC CO. LYNN.'MAJfW

at Bradford as a phrenologist and
character reader," said Dates. His
card bore the words: "Heads examHe examined a good many
ined."
heads ji.bjs time,"

up
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Dressed to Kill In

"Shell-Cloth-

."

Shell-clot- h
Is the name of a new
fabric being manufactured in England. The stuff Is a fine serge and an
essential part of projectiles.
And now that the war Is over the

CCaaCCTal SvCP

Iddfcrtb
Aawatlaniia

stuff is going Into the making of
vVuuUMivd
SLOtatnaBt S) and 60, Tm)oaaik
AldracflataiSoap
clothes instead of shells, says the
Sampla aaeh fiat aJ !Btat, BfCi. Sartaa"
North American.
It
Philadelphia
g
ought to make "staggeringly"
Nova 8cotla Cherrle.
clothes, don't you think? One
of Nova Scotia raises
The
province
woman might say quite truly to anand luscious black
exceedingly
large
other: "Oh, my dear, she was dressed cherries.
to kill, all In shellcloth."
Or, on the other hand, what clever
opportunity for the feminine cat to
say that bar dear enemy has "shockW
ing taste in the matter of clothes 1" Raw Is the TIsm t Cat Rid Tlaes Ugly tpsta
Thtrt'i m lantw tha lIshtMt Mad of faattna
aikanad- of fon tiaeklai at Othlna donate
Boy's BUI of Fare.
traatta U gvanstaad to.famav tbaM kooaiy
George Bailey, answering the Inpota.
to
Slmplr rat as ooaea af Otklaa-aoi- kle
a
is
for
"What
eatf
boy
good
quiry,
Utile
traaftB from jont drutatat, ta apply
af "It sltht aatt moralof aad joa shoaM aooa aaa
says:
to
that
kava
araa
want
tha
kaana
fracklas
"At this time of the year, according
tha lltktar oaai bara Tanlakal aav
to the theories extant In North Caro- tlralr. whlla.
It Is siMom that Ban tkaa aaa ooaM
aad
lina In 1870, a boy should have daily I aaadad to eomplataly elaar tha sUa.
beautiful tlaar, complafcfo.
') i
Ba anra to atk for tha doabla itraasth Othlsav
plenty of green fruit pine rosin, young
to sola, adar inanata of WWT,
cucumbers,. raw new potatoes, green aIf Itthis
talis ta ramoTa fracklaa.
4t.
water
branch
blackberries, doughnuts,
hols."
and two hours In th swimming
And .lots of men make fools of them
Atlanta Constitution.
selves by doing the fool things they;
are Invited, to do.'
good-lookin-

i

FRECKLES
-

,

-

1

.

.

inDIGEGTIOJ

LcoEoiny to uotn
Hcdth and Purse

Caused by
Aeid-Ston.c- e!
oat eg
KUIIoas of paepla In taet akoa
I( aaftar mora or lass from lsdltaaUofkaa
aanta or ohroais.
Naarrr tveiy ess
oauaaa 7 Aald
Thar era etlbar atomaah dlaordara whletl

follow a chsnge from
coffee to the Aeric&n
tdble drink- --

Int. baartbarn, bloat aftar aatlna--, food
soar, fasar stonaoh. Thar aff
many allmanta whloh, wbila thay do aoe
causa mush dlatraaa ia tha atomaah Km If.
ara, navarthalaaa, traaaabla to aa
Amaat thssa an narvoaamaa,
clrrhoals of tha llvar, rhanma-tlabUloaiBaaa,
Impovarlahad blood, waaknoas, laaaat
ala, malaboholla and a loaf train of phra
leal and mantal mlsarias that koap tka
vlotlms In mlaarabla haaltb paar after yaan,
Tka rlaht thins to do la to attack those
allmanta at thalr aouroa sat ri of tna
aroadarfnl (nodara ronaadr
ateaiaaht.
ATONIC now makes It aaar to oo inia.
On of bnndrada of thousands of ratafss
naara of IATONIO writes: "I havo baa
tronblod with lntaatlaal lndlfaatloa tor aboat
ara and haaa niaat aalta a aum for
ulna
madlolne. bat wlthont rallii. Aftar aaiaaj
&ATONIO for a few days tha aaa and pauaa

Postum Cereal

4

A rich,
beverage boiled full
fifteen minutes' after
full-bodie-

d

boiling begins.

Pure

nerve impsirin
caffeine.

drud,

UtONIO is last
la my bowaisi dtoappearo
,
Beaded;";
Wa hat t&oaaaaaa' of lattars tallln
tbaaa marvaioua baaanta. Try BATOMto ai
yon, too, wUI bo joat aa oatkasiaatla la
praise.
Tear drive tot has ATOMIC Oat
Mo bos from him today. Ha wUI lafM
year money if yoa ara not sauenea.
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NaWl TlMejaam, Defendant

to Mabel Tfceaipe, ik Utmdtnt abeve

Edmund K, French
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YMWbhr MUM

Lawyer ,
Member Bar
Supreme Court United State
Supreme Court New Mexico
Office 205 Coal Ave.
.
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SPRINGS
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A good bed wring

the best part of the, bed.
and
Simmons
Slumber Kir.g are hard to
May Saglers
beat.'
L. G. ShrrMin Hardware, Furniture

;

is

For Sale or Trad- e- E) Paso
residence property, two lots improved, two vacant Desirable
Address Box 1084,
location.
N.
M.
2t
Gallup,
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unless you enter your appearance
and plead in said cause on or before the 19th. day of July, 1919,
in said Court, that Judgement
by default will be entered against
you, and the plaintiff will seek
the relief demanded in her com-

j

plaint'

mm)

June

28th.
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always in stcdi, all varieties.

i

KETNER'S

i

s

The headquarters for good things to eat
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Lumber Co.,
The
of Albuquerque will putin alarsre
lumber yard at Gallup within the
next few weeks. This corpora'
tion has one of the largest plants
Gibson-Fa-

ed in

There's a good deal in the cooking of a meal,
but there's more still in the buying of the groceries.

w

this field.

...

Mrs. Edward.

Hart entertained

the Guildof the Episcopal church
at her home Thursday afternoon.
Sixteen ladies were present and
enjoyed the afternoon.

When you entertain
you want the best there is.

Your guests will know at the first meal if you
trade with an
grocery store.

Just received a
shipment of all sizes of the
Eastman Kodaks. They are all
autographic. J. R. Willis, Gal
KODAKS

up-to-da- te

Brick and Stone Mason Work
Stone ' Cutting, Contracting
work guaranteed entirely aatisfactoi y
JAMES MEZZOCCO, Box 9S5, Gallup, N. M.

and your guests will be delighted in the menu.

lup, N, M.

Master Alfred Rulkley, son of
and Mrs, L. M. Hulkley, celebrated his eighth birthday anniversary by entertaining about
twenty of his little friends at his
home Thursday evening. The
time was passedwith games. Delicious refreshments were served,
a feature of which was beautiful birthday cake made by Mrs.
Bnlkley. . The guests spent a delightful evening.
,.(

New Mexico Produce

Gallup Transfer Co. Phone 42
i

Successor

,

to Matlock Transfer Co.

Operating General Transfer Business
Baggage Transferee!, Storage Room
Coal

and Wood

It

..V.- -;

Mr.

"

AD

new

Trade With Us

pgi--"

v

-j

-

to la

VEGETABLES

at Albuquerque and recognizes
the fact that Gallup is an import
ant distributing point and hence
will carry an enormous stock of
such building material as is need

New and Second Hand Store
North

All

kinds

3rd- -

St. of bridge

s

of Household

Goods
Furniture and Miners' Tools
Second hand goods bought
sold and exchanged. . .
J. Peternel

.

A

.

The name and address of Plaintiff's attorneys is E. A. Martin
and McFie, Edwards and McFie,

Company
Telephone No. 2

Gallup, New Mexico.
Charles W. Davis, Clerk of District Court in and for McKinley
County, New Mexico.
(Seal of Court)
1st pub- - June 7 19.
last pub. June 28, 19

Gallup American 4 inch screen coal
Dry cedar and pinon wood, all lengths.1

Soda waters and

Check writers and rebuilt type
writers for sale. Apply here.
McFlE. EDWARDS
ATTORNEYS

''
Gallup

at

&

McFlE

Coca Cola

LAW

Offices
and

r

Santa Fe. N. M.
Buy them by the case for family uje.

RUIZ & 0VERS0N
Attorneys at Law
Practice In All Courts Of
New Mexico and Arizona.

IN THE PROBATE COURT said clerk, Gallupt New Mexico,
Within and for the County ' has been the time and place ap- UNDERTAKERS
Of McKinley and State of puuneu ior me neanng or od
GALLUP MORTUARY
New Mexico.
jectrons U, such dnal account and
'
D. Rollie
In the matter of the estate of settlement thersof and for the
Funeral Director
Earl Scott,: Deceased.
discharge of sa'd administratrix
and
Notice is hereby given that the and her sureties on her official
Licensed Embalmer
bond, and all persons interested
New Mexico,
Arizona
undersigned, ' as administratrix in
said estate are hereby notified
of said estate has filed her final to
Chapel, Automobile Service
present their objections to
Office phones
Res. night phone
and petition for such final account at such time
68 ann 56
Delmar Hotel 29 account, report
ai8triouuon ana discharge, in and place.
Amada Maria Scott
the office of the Clerk of the
W. J. Rains
and
on
7th.
Justice of the Peace
the
that
Court,
day Administratrix
of Earl Scott, i V
Precinct No. 2, Gibson
of July A. D. 1919, at 10:00 Deceased,
Special attention given
o'clock A. M., at the office of june 7 28
to collections.
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The Largest and Moot Complete
otcsk of
VhoIeaI tnd Retail

Items for $1.00
1.50, and 1.75 Silk camesoles
4 yds. .35 fancy voiles
4 yds. .35 fancy ribbon
4 yds. .35 Gingham
Ladies' house dresses
1.75, 1.50 Childern's dresses
6 yds. .20 Calico

lOt
1

$1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

1.00
1.00
1.00

Men's gray and blueChambray

shirts

2 Childrens' coveralls
1.25 wash skirting
1.75 and 1.50 Voile waists
Men's ties
15 yds. .10 lace
1.50, 1.25 Thompson corsets

$ Big Values For One Dollar $

GORDON DRY GOODS CO.

PI

ot

lot and 2nd.

July

.
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UntPub. July 19th.

Hil

VS.

are' further notified that

m

Court
Cbarlea W. Davie
Clerk of the District Court in and for
McKinley County, New Mexico '

State of New Mexico: County of

You

C.!ff ycuf

MDiitrict

Notice of Suit

Joseph Breeden, Defendant
To Joseph Breeden, the Defendant above named, Greeting
You are hereby notified that
an action has been commenced
against you in the above entit
tied cause and court wherein the
above named Plaintiff seeks
divorce from you on the ground
of abandonment, and the care
and custody of the minor child,
Naomi Breeden, to be granted to
said Plaintiff.

.

and plaintiff will avak' the relief demanded in his
'
'
'
complaint.
, ,"The nam andsadreatfOf plaintiff' attorney! it
K. A. Martin and McFie,
Edward and McFie,
.
Gallup, N. M.
Witnea my hand, and the aeal of aaid Court, at
my office in Gallup, New Mexico, this 23rd, day of
June, 1819.

v

"'

Any person knowing of any
resident of the town of Gallup,
who has not paid his School tax,
All infor-tio-n
please report same.
treated confidentially.
E. R. French. Collector.

McKinley:
In the District Court: SS.
No. 1144
Elsie Breeden. Plaintiff,

nmti

th tnmnt ut tint wiat;
,
You ara farther aottiM that aalaaa
tutor
your appereeaa4 shad la aaMeaae. to mii
Court, on or before the 11th. day of.Aaantt, 111!
judiement by default wilt be entered aminatyaa

i

.IVio.llce Eu:lainir

tae ibmm

titmkt
plaiMlg eeeke a alroue frem

yea an

;

KwsteredOjitrtntVfst;'';:
for. 'properly.
i.atist
it

that M MtSMaaikaM

naaee Ik aW tmm

Court,
In

ntm- -

Qreetaai:

The Home of Hart, Shaffner and Marx Clothing
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